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Abstract

Impossible Figures, such as the Penrose triangle or those created by M.C.

Escher, are a form of optical illusion consisting of locally possible sections

joined together to form a globally inconsistent structure. Through exploiting

hidden deformations within the object’s structure it is possible to model

three-dimensional representations of these impossible figures. The hidden

deformation methods used, however, result in corresponding deformations

or anomalies in the object’s cast shadow. Due to these deformed shape

of the resulting shadows they are often excluded from the final rendering.

By excluding cast shadows entirely the important contextual and positional

information they contain about the scene is also lost.

This work presents a novel method of modeling three-dimensional versions

of these impossible figures through the use of transparency. By manipu-

lating the surface transparency we demonstrate the ability to simulate a

range of impossible figures under new viewpoints. We also produce a screen

space occlusion method for rendering impossible cast shadows automatically.

By manipulating information stored within the depth buffer our algorithm

produces impossible cast shadows for both possible and impossible objects.

Providing a solution to casting visually appropriate shadows for impossible

objects, along with other rendering features such as ambient occlusion. By

operating in screen space our algorithm works without disrupting the existing

rendering pipeline, as such we have implemented it within the Unity engine.

To examine the effectiveness of our copycat shadow algorithm we conduct

of visual perception experiments. Exploring the effect cast shadows have on

the viewers perception of impossible objects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Impossible figures are a form of optical illusion consisting of a collection of

locally consistent possible sections connected in such a way to form a globally

inconsistent structure. A common example of this is the Penrose triangle [64],

each corner of the triangle being locally consistent, however, when viewed as

a whole produces depth inconsistencies in the global structure and confuses

our perception of the object. Examples of these impossible figures can be

found in pictorial art, most notably in the work of M. C. Escher [19]. These

figures are commonly depicted as two-dimensional images, either in the form

of line drawings or using simple flat shading.

In the field of computer graphics work has been done to allow the creation

of three-dimensional models of these impossible figures [15, 84]. Creating

three-dimensional representations of these figures enables them to be viewed

in a completely different way. When dealing with two-dimensional figures they

are often depicted from a single ’illusion viewpoint’. Working with the three-

dimensional objects opens up the possibility to view these impossible figures

from new view directions. Previous visual perception research has examined

our perception of these figures in two dimensions [23, 24] to explore how our

visual system interprets and constructs mental images of them. However the

ability to model more complex three-dimensional versions of these figures

opens up opportunities to explore what effect rendering these objects in more

complex scenes will have. One limitations that is evident when rendering

these impossible objects however is the ability to render them along with

convincing cast shadows. As impossible figures by definitions cant exist in

the real work there is no answer as to the type of shadow they should cast.
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Many existing methods of modeling these impossible objects use some form

of deformation to simulate the impossibility. Manipulating the geometric

structure of the object, this however results in corresponding anomalies in

the object’s cast shadow and shading. In current examples where we see

renderings of these three-dimensional impossible models the cast shadows

are completely excluded. However excluding all forms of cast shadows can

not only create perceptual problems when viewing the image, as cast shadows

convey important spatial and positional information, but also limits the use of

these objects in rendered three-dimensional scenes. Without a cast shadow,

an object stands out and does not look to be part of the scene.

We aim to introduce methods to render these three-dimensional impossible

objects with convincing shading and cast shadows, opening up their use in

full three-dimensional scenes, along with investigating how the introduction

of these cast shadows impacts our perception of the impossible objects.

1.1 Modeling and Rendering Impossible Objects

Figure 1.1: Examples of four common types of impossibility. (A) The Impossible
Cube. (B) The Penrose Triangle. (C) The Impossible Staircase. (D) The Impossible
Shelves.

An impossible figure is a type of optical illusion, consisting of a two-

dimensional image that our visual system interprets as a projection of a

three-dimensional object. The illusion is created due to inconsistencies in the

structure of the perceived object that does not appear to be realizable in the

real world [45]. Impossible figures can be divided into four main categories

[17], where each figure is created through a different form of optical illusion:

• Depth Interposition. These illusions are caused by the structural

inconsistency of the object due to irregularities in the depth ordering.
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The Impossible Cube, Figure 1.1, where parts of the cube appear to be

both in front and behind at the same time.

• Depth Contradiction. These illusions are caused by differences in the

local three-dimensional information resulting in inconsistencies in the

global object structure. The Penrose Triangle, Figure 1.1, where the

three sides of the triangle join to form an impossible cycle.

• Disappearing Normals. These illusions are caused by the appearance

of a twist on the surface of an object, at one side the surface may

appear vertical whilst at the other, it may appear horizontal. Causing

the object to have an inconsistent normal direction across the surface.

The Impossible Staircase, Figure 1.1, where one object face gradually

transitions into another.

• Disappearing Space. These illusions are caused by the silhouette of

the object not being fully closed. The Impossible Shelves, Figure 1.1,

where sections of the object seem to disappear completely.

Most impossible figures consist of one or more of these four types of illusion.

1.1.1 Modeling Impossible Objects

Figure 1.2: A three dimensional model of M. C. Eschers "Waterfall" [18] modeled
using our transparency based modeling method. Our modeling method allows for
easy shading and texturing along with generating novel viewpoints of the object.

Creating a three dimensional model of these impossible figures often

begins with creating a three-dimensional possible representation and ma-
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nipulating it in some way to create the illusion of impossibility. Taking ad-

vantage of the limitations of our visual system to correctly interpret depth

in two-dimensional images. Although these seemingly impossible models

(SIMs) create the illusion of impossibility they are completely possible three-

dimensional models. One of the most popular methods to achieve this is

through hidden deformations [15, 84]. These deformations to the geometry

of the object are applied along the line of sight such that they are not visible

in the final image. These manipulations to the object’s geometry can cause

anomalies when rendering these three-dimensional objects using traditional

rendering and lighting equations, such as inconsistent shading and texturing,

that must be corrected.

We provide an impossible object modeling method based on manipulating

the surface transparency of an object. Our transparency based modeling

method is able to simulate each of the four main types of impossibility shown

in Figure 1.1 under a range of novel viewpoints. As our method does not

manipulate the geometry of the object, shading and textures can be applied

without the need for additional corrections. Figure 1.2 demonstrates how

our transparency based modeling method can be used to create a three-

dimensional representation of M. C. Escher’s "Waterfall" [18].

1.1.2 Cast Shadows of Impossible Objects

Although work has been done to allow the creation of tangible three-

dimensional models of these impossible figures, they are often rendered

under very limited lighting conditions. Only containing basic shading and

lacking any form of cast shadow. The techniques used to create the illusion of

impossibility within these SIMs causes anomalies in their cast shadows, as

such cast shadows are often completely excluded from the final rendered

image. The lack of cast shadows within a scene can result in an unnatural look,

reducing the realism of the scene. Without cast shadows it can be difficult

to accurately understand the composition of the scene and the location and

positioning of the objects within. Not being able to cast appropriate looking
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Figure 1.3: A scene containing a seemingly impossible model (SIM) casting a
copycat shadow rendered using our screen space copycat shadow method. We are
able to achieve a convincing soft shadow and ambient occlusion for the SIM.

shadows limits the use of these impossible models in three-dimensional

scenes.

We suggest that a solution to casting appropriate looking shadows for

these SIMs may come in the form of copycat cast shadows. The purpose of

a copycat shadow is not to represent the true three-dimensional structure

of the casting object, but rather to produce a shadow whose shape aims to

replicate the visible profile of the casting object. Evidence of these copycat

cast shadows has been found in paintings and artworks by many different

artists [8]. Although copycat shadows are technically impossible they often

go unnoticed by the observer.

We present a screen space method of generating copycat cast shadows

automatically under a range of different light and view directions. Figure

1.3 shows a SIM rendered alongside other objects within a scene using our

copycat shadow method. By projecting the stored depth information of the

model onto a planar surface we are able to generate copycat shadows for

any object, both possible and impossible. As our method operates on screen-

space information it does not disrupt the existing rendering pipeline and

can work alongside already established features such as ambient occlusion.
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Figure 1.4: This figure demonstrates some of the we have been able to achieve
using our copycat shadow algorithm. Where previous renderings of impossible
objects like these are seen with no cast shadows, using our algorithm we have been
able to render them alongside full visually convincing soft shadows. Also using other
features such as multiple light sources and full ambient occlusion. (left) Shows the
objects traditional cast shadows. (right) Shows copycat cast shadows generated
using our algorithm.
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Figure 1.4 demonstrates some of the more advanced result we have been

able to achieve using our copycat shadow algorithm.

1.1.3 Perception of Impossible Objects

Impossible figures have commonly been used in visual perception re-

search. The stimulus often consists of basic grayscale line drawings of these

impossible figures as those were the resources easily available. With our

ability to model and render SIMs in three dimensions we wanted to investig-

ate what effect this had on our perception of the objects, in particular, what

effect the new inclusion of cast shadows for these impossible objects would

have. We performed a series of visual perception experiments to test our

perception of these impossible objects and their normal cast shadows along

with evaluating the effectiveness of our copycat shadow algorithm, exploring

how our algorithm preforms against traditional cast shadows.

1.1.4 Aims and Objectives

This research aims to explore methods of modeling and rendering three-

dimensional representations of impossible figures. It will investigate alternate

methods of modeling impossible objects in three dimensions. Along with

rendering these objects alongside cast shadows, opening up the possibility

to use these impossible objects in more complex three-dimensional scenes.

This work will also investigate what effect cast shadows have on a viewer’s

perception of these impossible models.

By the end of this research we hope to answer these two questions:

1. Do impossible ’copycat’ cast shadows provide a viable solution to render-

ing visually convincing cast shadows for three-dimensional impossible

objects?

2. What effect does the inclusion of cast shadows have on a viewer’s

perception of impossible objects?

Our objectives throughout this research are as follows:
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• Explore the existing uses of impossible objects within computer graphics

and pictorial art. Investigate the existing methods that have been

implemented to model and render these impossible objects.

• Investigate the role of cast shadows in object perception.

• Design a new impossible object modeling algorithm based on transpar-

ency.

• Design an algorithm for automatically generating copycat cast shad-

ows. Where previously these shadows are created using manual post-

processing.

• Implement our algorithms using existing tools so that they are easy to

use without the need for any dedicated rendering environment.

• Analyse the effect cast shadows have on a viewer’s perception of im-

possible objects through a series of visual perception experiments.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this research consist of:

1. We provide a new transparency based method for creating seemingly

impossible models. Our approach manipulates the surface transpar-

ency of object sections to create the illusion of impossibility. One of

the key contributions is the ability to simulate a wide range of different

impossibility illusions under novel viewpoints. Along with working under

both orthographic and perspective projection. As our method does not

manipulate the actual geometric structure of the object, shading and

texturing can be applied without anomalies. This has been implemen-

ted using existing tools, avoiding the need for a dedicated rendering

environment.
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2. We provide a fully automatic method of generating copycat cast shad-

ows. By projecting object depths in screen space our algorithm can

automatically generate copycat shadows for any object, both possible

and impossible, under a range of view and light directions. As our al-

gorithm operates on screen-space data it does not disrupt the existing

rendering pipeline and can be used alongside features such as per-

spective projection and ambient occlusion. By using copycat shadows

we demonstrate how it is possible to render visually appropriate cast

shadows for three-dimensional impossible objects. This work shows the

potential for impossible objects to be rendered convincingly in three-

dimensional scenes. This has been implemented using existing tools,

avoiding the need for a dedicated rendering environment.

3. We provide evidence from visual perception experiments that copycat

shadows generated using our screen space algorithm appear more

convincing and visually appropriate than the traditional cast shadows

for impossible objects. Along with evidence that the inclusion of cast

shadows alongside impossible objects aids our visual system in under-

standing the structure of these objects.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1. Introduction. Introduction, background, research aims, and

contributions.

Chapter 2. Related Work. We review the previous related work in both

computer graphics, shadow rendering and impossible object modeling, and

visual perception, perception of impossible objects, and cast shadows.

Chapter 3. Transparency Based Impossibility Modeling. We present

a transparency based method for modeling three-dimensional impossible

objects.
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Chapter 4. Screen Space Copycat Shadows. We present a screen

space method for automatically generating copycat cast shadows. Demon-

strating how these shadows can be used to cast visually appropriate shadows

for three-dimensional impossible models.

Chapter 5. Visual Perception of Impossible Models. We present

results from a series of visual perception experiments carried out to test

how the inclusion of cast shadows affects our visual perception of impossible

objects.

Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work. We reflect on the goals of

this thesis as well as outlining possible future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

There has been much research on impossible figures and cast shadows

individually, however not directly in relation to one another. Visual perception

of impossible figures and our understanding of cast shadows have been

studied by cognitive scientists and psychologists separately but not their

direct impact on one other. Methods of modeling three-dimensional versions

of these impossible figures have been developed in computer graphics but are

often rendered using basic lighting and no cast shadows. In this chapter, we

discuss the previous work on impossible objects and cast shadows, including

their history and use by artists such as M. C. Escher, modeling and rendering

methods introduced in computer graphics, along with their use in psychology

to better understand human visual perception.

2.1 Impossible Objects

When viewing a two-dimensional image our visual system often interprets

the image as a projection of a three-dimensional figure. For example, when

viewed, Figure 2.1a would most commonly be interpreted as a projection of

a three-dimensional box. Less likely would be the interpretation of a more

planar figure, such as two squares connected by diagonal lines or a square

surrounded by irregular two-dimensional geometric shapes.

This feature of our visual systems insistence on viewing two-dimensional

objects as projections of three-dimensional shapes can lead to interesting

problems, or by another name optical illusions. For example, Figure 2.1b

appears to be a three-dimensional object. However, the object itself seems
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: 2D line drawings give the visual impression of a 3D object. (a) The
Necker Cube, a series of 2D lines that create the illusion of a 3D cube when viewed.
(b) The Impossible Trident, a line drawn impossible figure whose shape contradicts
itself. When focusing on the left side it appears to have three distinct forks, but when
focusing on the right side it only appears to have two.

to change its properties based on how it is viewed. When focusing on the

left side of the object it appears to have three distinct prongs, however when

focusing on the right side of the object it only appears to have two.

If our visual system were to interpret this image as a two-dimensional figure

then there would be no confusion as it is an entirely possible configuration

of three circles joined together by connecting lines. However as our visual

system attempts to construct a three-dimensional object from the image, the

irregularities and inconsistencies within the structure of the figure make it

impossible.

To create the impression of three-dimensions a variety of visual cues are

used, including interposition or occlusion, height, perspective, size, and shad-

ing. These impossible figures take advantage of these visual cues and at the

same time break them. Giving viewers the illusion of a three-dimensional ob-

ject which under closer inspection is revealed to be impossible. Interestingly

although the impossibility can become apparent after viewing the figure, the

initial impression of a three-dimensional object remains even after it has been

contradicted. "These pictures work so well because they obey the pictorial

rules in local regions but defy them globally." [81]
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(a) Apolinère Enameled, Marcel Duchamp,
1916-17

(b) Satire on False Perspective, William Hog-
arth, 1754

Figure 2.2: Early examples of impossible figures used by artists. (a) Depicts a
bed where the frame includes conflicting perspectives. (b) Contains numerous
perspective effects, including the sign moored to two buildings, one in front of the
other, with beams that show no difference in depth.

An early example of an impossible figure can be seen in Figure 2.2a,

"Apolinère Enameled" by Marcel Duchamp, sometimes referred to as Duch-

amp’s impossible bed. The image depicts a girl painting a bed frame, the

frame itself deliberately includes conflicting depth interpositions to create

an impossible object. Another early example of the use of impossibility can

be seen in Figure 2.2b, William Hogarths "Satire on False Perspective". This

work shows a scene that contains many deliberate examples of irregular or

inconsistent perspective effects. If we focus on the particular element of

the sign, we can see that it is attached to two separate buildings one in the

foreground and the other in the background. However, the beams of the sign

itself show no difference in depth. This could be considered an early example

of one of the most notable impossible figures, the impossible tribar or Penrose

triangle.

The impossible tribar was first created by Swedish artist Oscar Reutersvärd

in 1934 (Figure 2.3a). His version consisted of a series of cubes viewed in

parallel projection, with each cube appearing to overlap the previous cube,
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(a) Reutersvärd Triangle (b) Penrose Triangle

Figure 2.3: Versions of the impossible triangle.

creating an infinite impossible loop. This impossible tribar was independently

developed and popularised by Roger Penrose [64], who drew the figure as

three rectangular bars connected at right angles to create a closed figure

(Figure 2.3b).

(a) Cube With Magic Ribbons,
M. C. Escher, 1957

(b) Waterfall, M. C. Escher,
1961

(c) Ascending and Decending,
M. C. Escher, 1960

Figure 2.4: Lithographs by M. C. Escher containing various examples of impossible
figures.

Examples of the impossible triangle can be found in more mainstream

artworks, in particular those of Dutch artist M. C. Escher [19] who produced

many drawings featuring irregular perspective gradually working towards

true impossible objects. In 1957 his first drawing containing a true impossible

object was created, "Cube with Magic Ribbons" shown in Figure 2.4a, depicting

two interlocking bands wrapped around the frame of a necker cube. Whilst

Penrose and Reutersvärd focused mainly on designing shapes and objects that
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existed outside conventional geometric laws, Escher managed to incorporate

these shapes into his paintings and artworks.

(a) Winterzicht van de on-
voltooide Pergola, Jos De Mey,
1980

(b) Fal (Wall), István Orosz,
2006

(c) The Warped Chessboard,
Sando Del Prete, 1975

Figure 2.5: Examples of pictorial art containing impossible figures.

Further examples of impossible objects and structures can be found through-

out Escher’s works including Figure 2.4b "Waterfall", whose construction de-

picts two instances of the impossible tribar, and Figure 2.4c "Ascending and

Descending", whose inner courtyard is encircled by a never-ending staircase.

Escher’s work did much to draw the attention of the public to impossible ob-

jects and inspire further artists to experiment with impossible figures. Artists

such as Jos de Mey, István Orosz, and Sandro del Prete all use examples of

impossible objects within their work, as shown in Figure 2.5.

The use of these impossible objects has also extended outside of static

two-dimensional paintings and drawings with examples being seen in both

film and video game media. An early example of this can be seen in the

1986 film ’Labyrinth’ shown in Figure 2.6a, where the characters can be seen

exploring a castle containing an elaborate set of staircases themed after

Escher’s artwork "Relativity" (Figure 2.6b). In the 2010 film ’Inception’, we

see an example of the characters traversing a set of impossible stairs (Figure

2.6c). To achieve this effect the film-makers were tasked with replicating the

impossible stairs (Figure 2.6d) in the real world. Although it may seem that

these impossible figures cannot really exist in three-dimensional space they

can be simulated through the clever use of forced perspective and hidden cuts
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(a) Labyrinth (Film Still), directed by Jim Henson,
1986

(b) Relativity, M. C. Escher, 1953

(c) Inception (Film Still), directed by Christoper Nolan,
2010

(d) Penrose impossible stairs.

Figure 2.6: Examples of impossible objects in film.

and deformations in the structure of the object. To simulate the impossible

effect of the stairs they must be viewed in such a way that disguises the

disconnected nature of the staircase.

Further examples of these impossible objects existing in the real world

can be found in the work of Kokichi Sugihara [74] who describes a set of

impossible objects that can be modeled in three dimensions using paper

templates. These three-dimensional objects still maintain their illusion of

impossibility when viewed from specific viewpoints. Video games such as

"Echochrome" and "Monument Valley" have implemented the use of these

impossible objects in an interactive setting. Tasking players to navigate

through levels designed and based on impossible objects. Players have the

freedom to change the view of the object along with manipulating the object

itself in order to create a pathway for their character.
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2.1.1 Classification of Impossible Figures

Impossible figures can be seen in many forms, from the simple geometric

style drawings of Reutersvärd to the elaborate scenes of Escher. The found-

ations of these objects, however, are much the same, connecting locally

possible sections in such a way that makes the object globally impossible.

While this principle may be the same for all impossible objects, the way in

which it is executed can be very different. Take the impossible triangle (Fig

2.3) and the impossible trident (Fig 2.1b) as examples. The impossible triangle

crates the illusion of impossibility through its connected nature, where the

order in which the object is connected creates a contradiction in-depth where

sections of the object appear to be both in front and behind one another. The

impossible trident, on the other hand, creates the illusion of its impossibility

through the open ambiguous nature of the structure, where parts of the object

seem to disappear creating an open silhouette.

To better understand how these impossible figures work different clas-

sification methods have been devised. Sugihara [74] attempts to classify

these objects using an edge labeling technique, extended from Huffmans

[36] edge labeling algorithm. Each edge is labeled based on its function, an

edge which forms a ridge, an edge which forms a valley and an edge which

forms a silhouette. These so-called ’labelabble’ figures create the impres-

sion of a three-dimensional object when viewed. According to Sugihara for

a figure to be impossible it must be labelable (each edge must be assigned

a label) whilst not producing a physically correct polyhedron. Under this

categorization method, only those figures with a realizable three-dimensional

structure are considered true impossible figures, this excludes such figures

as the impossible trident (Fig 2.1b) as the edges of the object are ambiguous

making it ’un-labalable’.

Alternate methods of categorization focus on the type of impossibility

contained within the object. Thro [78] identifies two distinguishable types

of impossible figures, impossible solids, and spatially impossible objects.

Impossible solids create their illusion though changes in the contours of the
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object, where lines go from delineating an inside edge to an outside edge for

example. This creates an open-ended object that lacks a continuous edge,

such as the impossible trident. Spatially impossible solids create their illusion

though inconsistencies in the depth of the object, giving the impression that

the object lies on a single plane at the same time as it lies on separate planes,

such as the impossible triangle.

(a) Locally possible sections. (b) Globally impossible structure.

Figure 2.7: Although the global structure of the Penrose triangle is impossible, it is
created by joining together locally possible sections.

For both these categories of impossibility, there may be an infinite number

of different impossible figures. Kulpa [45] suggests that although there

may be many different impossible figures they can be constructed using a

basic set of building blocks. Using the Impossible triangle as an example,

take each corner of the triangle viewed individually (Fig 2.7a) there is no

impossibility to be seen. However, when these corners are connected we

get a globally impossible construction (Fig 2.7b). The impossible triangle

falls within a specific class of figures introduced by Cowan [13] as cornered

toruses, otherwise known as multi bars or impossible polygons. This subset

of impossible figures are created using a number of rectangular sections (or

bars) connected at their ends to form n-sided polygons. Kulpa [45] expands

this classification by identifying the four basic corner configurations used

in the creation of these multibar objects. Using this basic set of corner

configurations it is possible to construct a near-infinite number of impossible

multi bars. For tribars specifically, like the impossible triangle, Kulpa [45]

identifies 24 possible combinations of these corner sections that result in a

unique impossible tribar. The same principle can be extended to any n-sided
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polygon. A similar method is also introduced for the impossible solids class of

objects, such as the impossible trident.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.8: Examples of four common types of impossibity. (a) The Impossible Cube.
(b) The Impossible Triangle. (c) The Impossible Staircase. (d) The Impossible Shelves.

Ernst [17] describes four key types of impossible illusion based on depth

and spatial inconsistencies within the objects. Figure 2.8 shows an example

of each of the four identified impossible classes:

• Depth Interposition. These illusions are caused by the structural

inconsistency of the object due to irregularities in the depth ordering.

The impossible cube, Figure 2.8a, where parts of the cube appear to be

in front and behind at the same time.

• Depth Contradiction. These illusions are caused by a difference in

the local three-dimensional information resulting in inconsistencies in

the global object structure. The impossible triangle, Figure 2.8b, where

the three sides of the triangle join to form an impossible cycle.

• Dissapearing Normals. These illusions are caused by the appearance

of a twist on the surface of the object, at one end the surface may

appear vertical whilst at the other, it may appear horizontal. Causing

the object to have an inconsistent normal direction across the surface.

The impossible staircase, Figure 2.8c, where one object face gradually

transitions into another.

• Disappearing Space. These illusions are caused by the silhouette of

the object not being fully closed. The impossible trident, Figure 2.8d,

where sections of the object seem to disappear completely.
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Each impossible figure can fall into one, or more, of these categories. By

categorizing objects based on the nature of their impossibility for our work we

can better understand whether different impossibility types require different

solutions when it comes to modeling and rendering their three-dimensional

representations.

2.1.2 Computer Generated Impossible Objects

To aid in creating new and more complex versions of these impossible

figures Uribe [80] proposed a set of triangular tiles each containing a colored

side or corner of a rectangular bar. Using sets of these tiles joined together

to create different constructions of the impossible multi bars. These are

however still two-dimensional representations of these impossible figures.

Whilst cases of impossible figures can be seen in pictorial art throughout

the last century and beyond, their presence in more modern media is still

relatively new. With cases such as Monument Valley and Inception, we see

these impossible figures being brought to life in three-dimensional form, as

opposed to the traditional two-dimensional drawings and paintings.

We often view impossible objects from an incidental viewpoint or an ’illusion

viewpoint’. As our view of the object changes and we move further away

from this ’illusion viewpoint’ the true nature of the structure is revealed. It

becomes apparent that the structure may contain hidden disconnections

or deformations. A benefit of creating these objects in three-dimensional

space is the ability to manipulate and view these impossible objects from

different angles. Khoh and Kovesi [42] generated novel views of impossible

figures by using two complementary halves, where one half of the three-

dimensional model is created through inverse transformations in the image

plane. This method allows for unrestricted viewpoints, however, the final

rendered object can suffer from severe distortion. Owada and Fujiki [61,

62] implement a constraint solver to seamlessly connect separate three-

dimensional possible sections in a projected two-dimensional domain. By

maintaining connections between user labeled edges their system is able to

render line drawn impossible figures from novel viewpoints without losing
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the visual continuity of connected lines. Savransky at al. [70] proposed a

similar approach to modeling seemingly impossible three-dimensional models

through transformations to disconnected locally possible sections, such as

those proposed by Kulpa [45], creating the illusion of a connected three-

dimensional impossible model when projected onto the 2D image plane.

(a) The original ’illusion view-
point’ of the impossible ob-
ject.

(b) When the viewpoint is
changed points F and G be-
come misaligned.

(c) Sections of the object are
stretched and scaled to re-
align points F and G and re-
create the illusion of impossib-
ility.

Figure 2.9: This figure is a reproduction of the work by Nakatsu et al. [56]. Be-
ginning with a disconnected possible model their method creates the illusion of
impossibility by scaling and stretching sections of the object such that points of the
object are aligned when projected orthographically.

In many cases although these objects appear impossible they are actually

possible objects that exploit visual tricks to create the illusion of impossibility.

One common way this is done is by giving the viewer the impression that

the object is a single connected structure when viewed from it’s ’illusion

viewpoint’. When viewed from an alternate viewpoint it is revealed that the

structure contains a hidden disconnection. To allow for these disconnected

impossible objects to be viewed from novel viewpoints and maintain their

illusion of connectivity Nakatsu et al. [56] propose a transformation based

solution. Given a disconnected object, shown in Figure 2.9, their method

creates the illusion of connectivity by scaling and stretching the sections of

the object such that points G and F are drawn at the same position when the

object is orthographically projected onto the image plane. Chiba et al. [11]

further extends this to allow the objects to be rendered with both shading

and textures. This method, however, is only capable of handling a single

type of impossible objects, specifically, they showed only one example of an

impossible multibar in their publications.
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(a) Impossible object viewed
from the ’illusion viewpoint’.

(b) An alternate view of the
object reveals the hidden
structure.

(c) The object rendered
alongside its traditional cast
shadow.

Figure 2.10: An Impossible object model created using Elber’s [15] deformation
technique. Deformations are applied along the line of sight such that they are hidden
from view. These hidden deformations cause corresponding deformations in the
objects traditional cast shadow.

An alternate method of creating the illusion of impossibility within these

objects is through hidden line of sight deformations within the structure of the

object. Elber [15] proposes a deformation based modeling method that ma-

nipulates the geometry of the object along the current line of sight to create

a connected seemingly impossible model. Figure 2.10 shows an example of

an impossible object modeled using Elber’s line of sight deformation method.

This illusion is created due to the apparent orthogonality of the object. When

we view the same object from an alternate viewpoint, away from the ’illusion’

viewpoint, the deformations within the structure are revealed. Wu at al. [84]

propose an alternate deformation based method, where locally possible three-

dimensional sections are connected through hidden deformations to give the

illusion of a globally impossible three-dimensional model. Their method is

able to simulate all four types of impossible objects. Table 2.1 summarizes the

characteristics of the approaches designed to model and render impossible

objects.

When dealing with deformation based approaches problems can occur

when applying shading and textures to the object. The deformations applied

to the geometry of the object also change the way the shading and textures

behave on the surface of the object. Further steps must be taken in order

to achieve appropriate looking textures and shading for these objects. Tsur-

uno [79] presents the Mimetic Surface Colour and Texture (MSCTA) method
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Method Classes Modeling Approach Geometric Input Viewpoint Projection Rendering Environment
Savransky et al.(1999) A, B 3D Tiling 3D Mesh Restricted Parallel Shaded Dedicated
Khoh and Kovesi (1999) A Edge Alignment 3D Lines Unrestricted Parallel Line Drawn Dedicated
Uribe (2001) A 2D Tiling 2D Tiles Fixed Parallel Shaded Dedicated
Owada and Fujiki (2008) A, B, C ,D Edge Alignment 3D Mesh Restricted Perspective Line Drawn Dedicated
Wu et al. (2010) A, B, C, D Deformation 3D Mesh Restricted Perspective Shaded, Textured Dedicated
Elber (2011) A, B Deformation 3D Mesh Restricted Perspective Shaded, Textured Dedicated
Nakatsu et al. (2012) B Transformation 3D Lines Restricted Parallel Line Drawn Dedicated
Chiba et al. (2018) B Transformation 3D Mesh Restricted Parallel Shaded, Textured General
Our Method A, B, C, D Transparency 3D Mesh Restricted Perspective Shaded, Textured General

Table 2.1: A comparison of existing impossible object modeing and rendering
methods. Classes indicate the type of impossible figures that the methods can
handle - 1:Depth Interposition, 2:Depth Contradiction, 3:Dissapearing Normals and
4:Dissapearing Space. See Figure 2.8 for examples.

to produce naturally shaded and appropriately textured three-dimensional

impossible models. By utilizing geometry from a disconnected undeformed

model of the object, it is possible to recolor the surface of the deformed

impossible model and remove any anomalies. These deformation based

methods produce extra steps that we aim to avoid in our own transparency

based modeling method. As our method does not manipulate the geometric

structure of the object we are able to shade and texture the objects without

additional steps whilst also being able to accurately reproduce objects con-

taining each of the four types of impossible illusion.

From Table 2.1 it can be noticed that only Khoh and Kovesi [42] provide

truly unrestricted views of their impossible objects. Under specific viewpoints,

however, the objects can undergo severe distortions, especially at some

’degenerate’ viewpoints where the width of the object is scaled to near zero.

All other methods implement a restricted set of viewpoints, under which

appropriate looking impossible objects can be generated. One theory for this

is that impossible figures are only feasible from a finite set of viewpoints.

It can also be noted that each of the previous modeling methods operates

using their own dedicated rendering environments, only Chiba et al. [11] have

implemented their modeling algorithm using a general rendering environment.

One goal of our work was to be able to implement each of our algorithms

without the need for dedicated environments, as such, both our transparency

based modeling algorithm and copycat cast shadow algorithm have been

implemented using the Unity Engine, similar to Chiba et al. [11]
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Whilst Tsruno’s [79] method accounts for the surface shading of the de-

formed object it does not account for how these hidden deformations and

disconnections will affect the objects cast shadow. Instead to compensate for

the deformed cast shadows that were cast by the rendered surfaces in his

work, Tsruno purposefully darkened the background of the images so as the

shadows became less noticeable. This is a common occurrence throughout

the previous modeling methods, objects are presented lacking any form of

cast shadow. The illusions used to create the appearance of an impossible

object that are hidden from the observers’ viewpoint may be revealed in

the objects cast shadow. These hidden disconnections and deformations

result in anomalies within the corresponding cast shadow, as seen in Figure

2.10c. These anomalies may detract from or break the objects illusion of

impossibility and as such are simply excluded from the rendered images. Hori

[32] demonstrates the use of impossible objects in virtual reality, evaluating

how the impossibility may behave if viewed in the real world. To create the

most realistic impression of these objects they are rendered alongside their

cast shadows, as they would be in the real world. This creates a higher sense

of realism, however, only a single simple object is presented. When viewing

more complex impossible objects the cast shadows may appear unnatural

for viewers. We attempt to solve this problem of casting visually appropriate

shadows for impossible objects by implementing a screen space occlusion

algorithm, allowing the objects to be rendered in more complex and realistic

scenes.

2.2 Rendering Cast Shadows

Simulating global illumination effects has long been a focus of computer

graphics research, as such a large body of work exists on the range of methods

that have been devised. We refer the reader to surveys by Ritschel at al. [67]

and Hasenfratz et al. [31] for a better overview of the subject. Here we focus

on some of the more relevant and real-time methods.

Shadows are a key part of graphics rendering, dramatically improving

image realism [22]. Without them, scenes often feel unnatural or flat. Cast
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Figure 2.11: Shadow mapping overview. A shadow map is generated from the
point of view of the light source, occlusion is then calculated by comparing the depth
information from the camera view direction to those stored within the shadow map.
If the depth from the view direction is greater than that stored in the shadow map
then the point is occluded.

shadows aid in our understanding of three-dimensional environments, object

position, and size along with geometric information. While soft shadows

provide a heightened sense of realism to an image. With improvements

in graphics hardware and cast shadow algorithms, it is possible to render

convincing soft shadows in real-time. One common technique of this is the

use of shadow maps [83]. Shadow mapping works by identifying areas of

the scene that are hidden from the light source, by first computing a view of

the scene from the point of view of the light source. A second step is then

taken to render the scene from the point of view of the camera. By comparing

both depth results it is possible to compute those areas in the scene that

are occluded. Figure 2.11 demonstrates a simple example of the principals

behind shadow mapping to calculate occlusion. One of the main advantages

of the shadow mapping method is its efficiency, especially when compared to

geometric based methods. Due to their speed shadow maps can provide fast

efficient methods for generating cast shadows.

The basic shadow mapping techniques cannot produce soft shadows, there-

fore techniques have been developed that allow these algorithms to render

soft shadows. One of the more popular of these algorithms is Percentage

Closer Filtering (PCF) [66]. When sampling the collected buffers to calculate

occlusion instead of only considering the current pixel data, the neighborhood

around the pixel (known as a kernel) is also considered. The percentage of
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Figure 2.12: (Top) Uniform soft shadows, the penumbra of the shadow remains
constant. (Bottom) Percentage Closer Soft Shadows, varying shadow penumbra.
Softer shadows are observed as the distance from the occluder increases.

these neighboring pixels that are also occluded is calculated. If the value

is 0 then the sampled pixel is illuminated, if the value is 1 then it is fully

occluded. Any value between 0 and 1 means the pixel lies in the penumbra of

the shadow, the partially shaded outer region of the shadow, and the percent-

age value determines how dark the pixel appears. While PCF can produce

visually satisfying results the inclusion of the kernel increases the number

of times the shadow map is sampled, impacting the speed of the algorithm.

To further increase the realism of this method the Percentage-Closer Soft

Shadow [21] (PCSS) algorithm creates contact hardening shadows by varying

the PCF kernel size at each pixel in relation to the size of the light source and

distance from the occluding object. This results in cast shadows that become
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sharper as objects contact one another and softer the further apart they are,

see Figure 2.12.

As algorithms like PCF and PCSS require multiple samples from the texture

map to work. Gumbau et al. [30] describe the approach of Screen Space Soft

Shadows (SSSS). Their approach employs the use of a separable Gaussian

kernel, applied in screen space. This kernel is used to smoothen and blur

the standard shadow from the observers’ point of view to create the shadow

penumbra. As their kernel is separable the number of samples needed to

create the shadow penumbra is lower compared to other soft shadowing

approaches, resulting in a higher performance of their algorithm.

For our implementation of cast shadows, we focused on the process of

screen space occlusion. As impossible objects are only impossible from the ob-

servers’ current viewpoint the appropriate occlusion method would also need

to apply along the view direction. Instead of using original object geometry

to calculate occlusion, screen space occlusion creates a simplified reconstruc-

tion of the scene geometry through the use of frame-buffers. These buffers

contain information for each pixel in the image space, position, normal, and

material. Using this information it is possible to calculate an occlusion value

for each pixel. This method was first implemented to calculate real-time

ambient occlusion [1, 2, 53]. Ambient occlusion is a global lighting method

used to increase the realism of a scene by calculating how each point in the

scene is affected by ambient lighting. Figure 2.13 demonstrates an example

of ambient occlusion, ambient occlusion becomes most noticeable within the

corners of objects within a scene. Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO)

aims to compute the amount of occlusion for each point in the image by

sampling the surrounding points from the buffered information. By construct-

ing a sampling area around the image pixel it is possible to compute whether

a point is occluded by any geometry by testing its depth against the buffered

depth information [47, 63]. The benefit of this screen space implementation

is its speed, as the method is independent of the scene geometry it operates

the same way for each of the pixels of the image allowing a real-time imple-
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Figure 2.13: (Top) Depth buffer for the scene, darker pixels indicate a greater
depth. (Middle) Scene rendered with no ambient occlusion. (Bottom) Scene rendered
with ambient occlusion. Ambient occlusion darkens areas where objects are close
together, such as corners, creating a more realistic lighting effect.

mentation. Due to this balanced trade-off between speed and computational

cost, this effect is popular in real-time rendering and games [55, 73, 76].
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This screen space method of occlusion has been extended to implement

other global illumination effects [58, 59, 57, 72]. In particular, methods of

directional lighting have been implemented to make use of the advantages

of operating in screen space. Ritschel et al. [68] describe a method of

approximating dynamic global illumination in image space, including the

ability to calculate ambient occlusion, directional occlusion, and indirect color

bleeding between objects. McGuire and Mara [52] present an efficient solution

for screen-space three-dimensional ray tracing to render a scene. To calculate

directional occlusion in screen space their method marches a sample point

along a three-dimensional ray for a bounded distance. By projecting each

three-dimensional sample point into screen space it can be classified as a

ray hit if the point is behind the depth buffer at that pixel. By sampling

ray intersections in screen-space, they are able to achieve a high-quality

approximation of the scene at an efficient rate compared to using a full

geometric representation of the scene. This method of ray tracing against the

depth buffer can be used to implement features such as ambient occlusion,

reflection, refraction, and even full-screen space path tracing.

Our occlusion algorithm aims to exploit the advantages of screen space

methods by only operating on the buffered information. Doing so we are able

to manipulate the stored depth information at an interactive rate to change

the resulting cast shadow. By operating in screen space we are also able to

implement our shadow algorithm without changing the existing rendering

pipeline. Implementing our shadow algorithm using screen space data allows

us to incorporate it within existing rendering environments allowing users

to take advantage of the exiting tools they use, avoiding the need for a

dedicated rendering environment.

Screen space methods are not exclusive to global illumination effects

[37, 40]. Due to the speed and efficiency of screen space operations, many

Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) effects have been implemented. For a

wider overview of these, we refer the reader to existing surveys [46, 48,

71]. One common NPR effect implemented in screen space is the process of

drawing outlines or features lines [38, 54]. These outlines aid in emphasizing
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the edges or creases of an object’s structure. As we often find impossible

figures represented as simple line drawings, the use of these outlines on

three-dimensional impossible objects may produce interesting results. We

also consider our screen space shadow algorithm a form of NPR rendering

as the aim is not to produce the most photorealistic result, rather we aim to

produce impossible copycat shadows.

2.3 Perception of Cast Shadows

Figure 2.14: Example of stimulus used by Ramachandran [65]. Due to the human
visual systems assumption that light comes from above the gradient within the
first two circles creates a different interpretation when viewed. (Left) Concave and
(Middle) Convex. The (Right) circle becomes more ambiguous as the human visual
system is not used to interpreting light coming from horizontal directions.

Shadows and shading have been shown to have a large effect on a viewer’s

perception of a scene adding both a heightened sense of realism and con-

veying important spatial and positional information. Knill et al. [44] and

Ramachandran [65] demonstrate that from object shading alone our visual

system can interpret important features such as the shape of the object.

Ramachandran [65] demonstrates using shaded two-dimensional circles,

a sample is shown in Figure 2.14, how our visual system perceives three-

dimensional concave cavities and convex spheres. Due to our brains’ as-

sumption that light comes from above in these images, as in the real world,

our visual system is tricked into interpreting these flat shapes as three-

dimensional objects. When the shading is applied horizontally these shapes

become more ambiguous as our brain is not used to interpreting light dir-

ections from a horizontal angle. This work demonstrates that from surface

shading alone viewers are able to perceive three-dimensional depth within a

two-dimensional image, an important fact to consider when looking at deform-
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ation based impossible objects. Although the sections of these impossible

objects may appear flat from the observers’ viewpoint, inconsistencies in the

shading of the surface due to the hidden curvatures within the structure of

the object may reveal its true shape, detracting from the objects impossible

illusion. By leaving the geometry of the object unchanged our transparency

based modeling method does not cause inconsistent surface shading.

Figure 2.15: As the shadow moves further away from its casting object our visual
system interprets the object as getting closer in depth.

Cast shadows have also been shown to have an impact on a viewer’s

perception of object depth and positioning within a scene. Casati [6] reviews

the different types of information that can be conveyed through cast shadows.

The presence of a cast shadow within a scene but not its casting object

indicates the presence of hidden casting objects, either positioned outside

the field of view or occluded by another object in the scene. From cast

shadows, the viewer can infer the light source location and intensity, or

even the presence of multiple light sources. The motion of a cast shadow

carries information about the three-dimensional structure, depth, position,

and motion direction of its casting object. This is also shown in work by

Kersten et al. [41] and Mamassian et al. [50]. The position of a cast shadow in

relation to its casting object gives the viewer important cues as to the depth

of the object within the scene, see Figure 2.15.

Wanger [82] demonstrates how cast shadows can inform viewers of an

objects’ geometric shape by tasking viewers to solve a shape matching test.

Viewers were shown a set of uniquely shaped objects that appeared identical

when viewed from their base. These objects were rendered using different

shadow conditions, a similar scene we have created is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: A similar example to stimulus used by Wanger [82]. The three lower
objects in this scene are identical to the top object, only viewed from below. By
exploring different strengths of soft shadows Wanger demonstrates that hard shad-
ows allow viewers to correctly estimate the shape of an object compared to softer
shadows.

They were then given a test object which was identical to one of the other

objects only rotated to be viewed from the side. Viewers were tasked with

matching the test object to its corresponding shape in the set of other objects.

It was discovered that sharper shadows have a positive effect on a viewer’s

ability to correctly estimate the geometric structure of its casting object.

Similar results were also found by Castiello [9], where a viewer’s perception

of object shape is hindered when the objects are presented alongside incorrect

cast shadows. This feature of cast shadows may be the reason why in previous

impossible object modeling research we see the models rendered without any

form of cast shadows. The hidden geometric shape of the impossible model

results in deformed cast shadows which can reveal the shape of the object

to the viewer and detract from the illusion of the object. Our cast shadow

algorithm aims to solve this problem by casting shadows based on the visible

profile of the object rather than its full three-dimensional shape. Conflicting

results, however, have been reported by Braje et al. [3] where experiment

results suggest that object recognition is not affected by the presence of

cast shadows, with cast shadows being filtered out at an early level of visual

processing. The authors report however this may be dependant on the type
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of stimulus used which contained redundant information, due to the simplicity

and familiarity of the object used, which could reduce the importance of the

cast shadows.

Figure 2.17: Example images, similar to the stimulus used by Ostrovsky et al.
[60]. (Left) Objects in homogeneous orientation. (Right) Objects in heterogeneous
orientation. In both images, the bottom right object is illuminated from a different
light direction to the other objects. Under heterogeneous orientation this illumination
inconsistency becomes more difficult to detect as shown by Ostrovsky et al.

Although cast shadows have been shown to play an important role in

aiding viewers to correctly interpret spatial and positional relationships of

objects within a scene, the human visual system can also be insensitive to

ambiguous cast shadows. Psychological research suggests that the human

visual system uses a coarse representation of cast shadows, discarding the

finer details. Ostrovsky et al. [60] demonstrate the human visual system’s

insensitivity to oddly illuminated objects and scenes. Their first study in-

volved the presentation of a set of identical objects randomly orientated with

consistent shadows and shading, but with one object from the set illuminated

from a different direction. The previous studies they expand on suggest that

the illumination inconsistency was easily noticeable, due to a pop-out effect

[16, 75]. Ostrovsky et al. show this may have been due to the homogeneity

in the orientation of the object set. When the set of objects are orientated

in a heterogeneous fashion the illumination inconsistency is more difficult

to perceive. Figure 2.17 shows a similar setup to those used by Ostrovsky

et al. under both homogeneous and heterogeneous orientations. We draw

inspiration for one of our visual perception experiment designs from the one

used by Ostrovsky et al. with the aim to investigate how sensitive viewers

are to impossible objects among a set of possible object distractors.
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A second experiment performed by Ostrovsky et al. [60] investigated a

viewer’s ability to detect inconsistent illuminations within digitally manipu-

lated images. Results showed that viewers were insensitive to detecting the

modified images with near chance level performance. Furthermore, viewers

within this test were explicitly told to look for illumination inconsistencies

within the images, making it plausible that the unprimed subject’s perform-

ance would be even lower. Similar results were found more recently by Farid

and Bravo [20] who demonstrated observers’ sensitivity to inconsistent il-

lumination in scenes was only seen when the combination of light sources

came from opposite sides of the room (the shadows were cast in opposite

directions). Presenting evidence that the human visual system is not capable

of detecting simple inconsistencies in the position of a light source within

the scene, only under extreme circumstances. Sattler et al. [69] aim to

take advantage of the human visual systems’ insensitivity to inconsistent

illumination for the purposes of computer graphics. Evaluating the required

level of detail needed within a cast shadow to produce results that are accept-

able to the human visual system. With their final aim being to use simplified

object models within their scene to reduce the complexity of their rendering

algorithm.

Evidence of the human visual systems’ insensitivity to these inconsistent

illuminations can be seen when looking at artistic depictions of the real

world. Throughout history, artists have explored the use of perspective,

color perception, and visual illusions. Often creating their works under what

Cavanagh [10] refers to as an ’alternate physics’. Instead of adhering to

physical rules of lighting and shadows that are present in the real world,

artists often relax these constraints. Manipulating the shadows and shading

in their work to fit their artistic style or create a more visually appealing

piece of art. Jacobson and Werner [39] investigated how sensitive the human

visual system is to the appearance of cast shadows. Using a visual search

experiment where viewers were tasked with detecting scenes that contained

an ’odd’ cast shadow, this being a shadow that was cast in an opposite

direction to the other cast shadows in the scene. The results of the experiment

indicate that viewers were insensitive to the inconsistencies in cast shadows.
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Figure 2.18: St Peter Healing the Sick with his Shadow, Masaccio, 1426-1427.
Example of pictorial art containing impossible shadows. In this scene, both the cast
shadow and the characters play an important part in the narrative. So as not to
obscure the character in the foreground the artist has chosen to use an impossible
shadow, where the shadow can be seen on the ground but is transparent when
casting on the character in the foreground.

Supporting their claims by highlighting the use of shadows in pictorial art

where artists are seen to carefully arrange the cast shadows in their scene so

as not to obscure focal points in their work. Figure 2.18 shows the scene from

Masaccio’s ’St Peter Healing with His Shadow’. The scene is shown as Saint

Peter’s shadow is passing over the figure in the foreground, both elements

are critical to the narrative of the scene. To ensure no critical elements are

obscured by the shadow Masaccio has made the shadow visible on the ground

but transparent on the figure of the man. Whilst this is impossible in the real

world it does not appear evident or jarring to the viewer in this work.
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Casati [8] highlights a specific shadow phenomenon present in pictorial art

called copycat shadows. These shadows do not aim to accurately represent

the geometric structure of the object, rather their shape mimics the visible

profile of the casting object. Although these copycat shadows are impossible

cast shadows that would not be found in the real world, only under limited

light and object positions, they are often a simplification compared to the

objects traditional cast shadow. This simplification along with the similarity

between the shape of the shadow and its casting object means when viewing

these copycat shadows observers may find it easier to firstly, correctly identify

the dark area as a shadow, and secondly, correctly match the shadow to its

casting object. This visual perception problem of associating a shadow with its

corresponding casting object, known as the shadow correspondence problem,

can be difficult within a complex scene or where the object and shadow are

far apart. Solving this problem correctly is important to gain an accurate

understanding of the scene, in particular determining the location and position

of objects within the scene. Casati suggests that copycat shadows may make

this task easier due to the natural similarity between the shape of the object

and the shape of the copycat shadow.

Mamassian [49] investigates the human visual systems’ effectiveness at

solving the shadow correspondence problem when impossible shadows are

used. Suggesting that the human visual system uses a coarse representation

of the scene to solve this correspondence problem. Relying on a wider

view of the shapes within a scene rather than the finer details. This result

supports the case for copycat shadows as our visual system may resort to

pattern matching solutions when viewing these copycat shadows, solving

the correspondence problem based on the similarity between the shape of

the object and copycat shadow. Our shadow algorithm allows the creation of

these copycat cast shadows automatically, where previous methods would

have relied on manual post-processing effects. Due to the nature of copycat

shadows ignoring the complex three-dimensional shape of their caster and

aiming to replicate the visible profile, along with the insensitivity of the human

visual system to impossible shadows, we aim to use copycat cast shadows
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as a solution to producing compelling, visually appropriate cast shadows for

impossible objects.

2.4 Perception of Impossible Objects

Impossible figures have often been a focus of visual perception research

in an attempt to better understand how the human visual system constructs

three-dimensional objects from two-dimensional images. Dror and Ivey [14]

utilized impossible objects within their work to test how three-dimensional

objects are stored by the human visual system, using either a local or global

representation when performing mental rotations of the objects. Impossible

objects were chosen as they are not encoded as global representations, or

at least it is more difficult to do so compared to possible objects. This is

due to the impossible feature within the design of the figure that makes

their structure locally possible but globally impossible. Results suggest a

local representation of the object is stored in visual memory as participants

performed comparably for both possible and impossible figures.

These impossible figures have also been used to estimate the order in

which the human visual system processes features within a scene. Friedman

and Cycowicz [29] suggest that the human visual system processes the

global structure of the scene prior to examining the finer details. Their

test involved measuring the object recognition time for both possible and

impossible figures, tasking participants to label objects as left or right facing.

While their results show participants being able to effectively distinguish

between the two types of figures, participants performed much slower for

impossible figures, suggesting the impossibility is examined during late hight

levels of the visual process. Work by Freud et al. [24, 25] supports these

findings. Suggesting the differences between object types only emerge after

the initial recognition process. Where both possible and impossible objects

are processed using the same early-stage visual processes at first, with the

impossibility of the object only being processed at a later stage.
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Figure 2.19: Replicated stimulus used by Freud et al. [27, 26]. Exploring depth
perception within impossible objects by superimposing fixation markers onto the
object’s surface. These experiments inspire the design of the visual perception
experiments we conducted.

Despite being impossible in their constriction these impossible figures still

contain valid depth cues when viewed, enabling them to be interpreted by

the human visual system as a projection of a three-dimensional object. Freud

et al. [27] explore how the human visual system processes two-dimensional

figures in order to construct three-dimensional mental representations. By

superimposing fixation markers on the surface of two-dimensional figures

participants were asked to perform same/different classifications on the

locations of the fixation markers, see Figure 2.19 for an example of the

stimulus used. Their results suggest that initially both possible and impossible

figures are processed in a similar way, using a ’gist of the scene’ with the

finer details not being encoded. Only at a second higher-level stage is the

detailed information of the scene encoded, resulting in slower processing of

impossible objects.

In later work Freud et al. [26] use a similar method of superimposing

fixation markers onto the surface of impossible objects, with participants

being asked to determine which marker is closer in depth. When designing

our perception experiments we aimed to use methods that had already been

established, this would ensure we had a proven basis for our experiment

design from which to compare our results. For our second perception experi-

ment, we aim to follow this design created by Freud et al. [26]. Which also

inspired the design of our third and fourth experiments.
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Although both cast shadows and impossible figures are prevalent subjects

of visual perception research the two have not been combined previously.

It should also be noted that the stimulus figures used in previous research

were two-dimensional impossible figures, created through line drawings and

basic shading. However with our ability to both model and render three-

dimensional versions of these impossible figures we are able to perform

visual perception experiments using the three-dimensional models. Allowing

us to view these objects from new viewpoints that differ from their traditional

’illusion viewpoint’. We are also able to fully render these objects alongside

cast shadows, allowing us to explore how these two factors behave together.

As impossible figures are inherently impossible there is no way to know the

exact shadows they should cast, we conduct a series of visual experiments

using both traditional cast shadows and our copycat shadow algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Impossible Object Modeling

In this chapter, we present a new method for modeling three-dimensional

representations of impossible figures through the use of transparency. Given

a regular three-dimensional model, our approach simulates the effects used

to create the illusion of impossibility within an object by manipulating the

surface transparency of the object sections. We present an algorithm to

calculate the surface transparency based on distance from a user-supplied

axis, with the ability to adjust factors such as the rate of change of transpar-

ency. We demonstrate how transparency can be used to simulate a range of

different impossibility types, including those created through depth ambigu-

ities and surface manipulations. By implementing the use of object scaling

we demonstrate how it is possible to model these impossible objects from

novel viewpoints whilst maintaining the illusion of impossibility. Finally, we

implement our modeling algorithm within the Unity engine avoiding the need

for any form of dedicated rendering environment.

3.1 Introduction

The process of modeling three-dimensional representations of impossible

figures has received attention in the past, with many previous methods

focusing on using hidden deformations to create the illusion of impossibility

within an object [15, 84]. These deformation based methods manipulate

the structural geometry of the original object. Our method does not change

the geometric structure of the original object but instead alters its surface

transparency. By manipulating the surface transparency of an object we are

able to simulate the illusion of impossibility. Figure 3.1 summarises the steps
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Figure 3.1: Applying transparency to an object to create the illusion of impossibility.
(A) The original three dimensional object. (B) Chosen transparency axis, highlighted
in red. This axis is in line with the vertical bar at the back of the object. (C)
Transparency applied to the foreground horizontal bar, radiating outwards with the
axis at the center of transparency. The section of the object where the transparency
is manipulated is highlighted in red. (D) Transparency creates the illusion of an
impossible object, making the horizontal bar in the foreground appear as if it travels
behind the vertical bar at the back.
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involved in our transparency algorithm. Beginning with a three-dimensional

possible representation of the desired impossible figure an axis must be

supplied, around which transparency can be applied to the object’s surface.

This transparency axis generally follows the orientation of one section of the

object, in the example object the desire is to make the horizontal bar at the

forefront of the object appear to be behind the vertical bar at the back of

the object. As transparency is manipulated based on the distance from the

supplied axis, radiating away with the axis at the center of transparency, the

orientation of this supplied axis matches the orientation of the vertical bar at

the back of the object. Surface transparency for the foreground horizontal

bar is then calculated around the supplied axis.

Figure 3.2: Examples of the four main classes of impossibility. The Impossible Cube,
The Penrose Triangle, The Impossible Staircase and The Impossible Shelves. Those
able to be modeled using deformation-based techniques [15] are outlined in red.
Using our transparency method it is possible to simulate all four types of impossibility,
outlined in green.

Our transparency modeling method is similar in its function to the line of

sight deformation method proposed by Elber [15]. Both cases perform simil-

arly, where the effect is applied radiating outwards around a user-specified

line/axis. The strength of the effect at a point on the surface of the object is

determined by its distance from this user-specified axis. The ability to manip-

ulate such factors as the region of influence and rate of decay of transparency

can be done by changing values in our modeling formula. Both effects are also

able to cover a similar range in view directions. The main advantage of using

our transparency method over the deformation based method is the ability

to simulate a wider range of impossibilities. Figure 3.2 shows the four key

types of impossibility, depth interposition, depth contradiction, disappearing

normals, and disappearing space. Using Elber’s deformation based modeling

method it is only possible to simulate the first two types of impossibility, those
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created through depth illusions. Using our transparency based method it is

possible to simulate all four types of illusion. By varying the rate of change of

transparency we are able to achieve the instant transition from transparent to

opaque needed for depth-based impossibilities, and achieve the linear change

in transparency needed for the disappearing sections based impossibilities.

Figure 3.3: (top) An object modeled using deformation-based methods. Discon-
tinuities in the shading and texturing can appear along the deformed section of the
object. (bottom) The same object modeled using our transparency method. The
transparency is applied to the same section of the object without affecting the shad-
ing and texturing. (left) Shows both objects from an alternate viewpoint, here we see
why the deformation based model has inconsistencies in its shading and texturing.

One of the main novelties of our transparency method is being able to sim-

ulate these impossibilities whilst leaving the original geometry of the object

unchanged. Deformation-based methods [15, 84] apply hidden manipulations

to an object’s structure along the viewing direction, that can only be seen

when the object is viewed from an alternate viewpoint. These deformations

change the three-dimensional structure of the object, whereby it loses its

orthogonality. Although the deformations are not visibly evident in the shape

of the object, the change in shape reveals itself through inconsistencies in

the object’s surface shading and texturing. To correct these inconsistencies

additional steps must be taken that involve sampling or interpolating the

surface normals of the object prior to applying the deformation [79]. This

additional step means either an additional undeformed version of the object
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must be stored or additional calculations must be performed to compute the

original surface normal. Both solutions result in more memory or calculations

that our transparency based method aims to avoid. The benefit of using

transparency to simulate impossibility is that the geometric structure of the

object remains unchanged, meaning no additional operations are needed to

produce accurate surface shading or texturing. Where the object structure

is manipulated, to handle novel viewpoints (viewpoints that differ from the

objects initial ’illusion viewpoint’), this can be done through scaling the object

rather than through deformations/distortions. Figure 3.3 shows how applying

a deformation to an object structure causes problems with the conventional

methods of shading and texturing, whereas our transparency method works

without additional changes.

3.2 Transparency Based Impossibility Algorithm

Figure 3.4: Visual demonstration of how transparency is calculated. Transparency
axis (green) is at the center of transparency (red). Transparency effect radiates away
from axis up to a set distance threshold.

In order to simulate the illusion of impossibility using transparency, we

must begin with a regular three-dimensional model, one that represents the

general shape of the impossible figure we wish to recreate. Our algorithm is

then used to manipulate the surface transparency for specific sections of the

object that create the figures impossible nature. Transparency is calculated

based on the distance from a user-supplied axis, radiating outwards with

the axis located at the center of transparency. Figure 3.4 demonstrates how

transparency is applied around a specified axis.
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Our algorithm provides a method of calculating new transparency values

for each point P (x, y, z) on the surface of an object, based on its distance D

from a user-specified axis. Given the center of transparency and an axis along

which to apply the transparency, it is possible to calculate a corresponding

line in the XY plane. Using Eq. 3.1 we can calculate the distance of any point

on the object surface (x, y) to the line, where A,B,C are the coefficients of

the line in the XY plane.

D =
|A(x) +B(y) + C|√

A2 +B2
(3.1)

This will alter the transparency along the entire object surface, to limit this

we supply a region of influenceR to set the distance at which the transparency

will no longer take effect. Along with a rate of change modifier k between

0 and 1 to alter the distance at which the change in transparency begins to

take effect. By using these threshold values we can normalize the distance

D to calculate the transparency value (α) at the current point using Eq. 3.2.

Where Rmin = R ∗ k. Clamping values in the range of 0 to 1.

α =
D ∗Rmin

R−Rmin

(3.2)

Using the rate of change modifier k it is possible to change where the

linear transition of transparency begins. Along with being able to achieve an

instant transition between fully transparent and opaque, when k = 1. Figure

3.5 demonstrates how manipulating the rate of change modifier k can affect

the resulting transparency of an object. This freedom to manipulate the

rate of change of transparency enables the ability to simulate a wide range

of impossible illusions. The impossible cube illusion, Figure 3.2, requires

sections of the object appearing to be simultaneously in front and behind

another section. By using a sharp transition from transparent to opaque we

can achieve this and maintain the illusion that every section of the object

is a solid continuous surface. Whereas the impossible staircase, Figure 3.2,
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requires a more gradual transition, one surface of the object fading into

another, using a more gradual linear change in transparency here creates

this illusion.

Figure 3.5: Plots of transparency effect (top) with corresponding visual effects
(bottom). (left) k = 0 creates a linear transition of α from center of transparency
(distance = 0) to maximum range of influence (R). (Center) k = 0.5, α remains at
max until distance value becomes greater than k. Increasing the area at which the
object is fully transparent. (Right) k = 1, creates an instant transition from fully
transparent to opaque. Giving the effect of a clean cut through the object.

3.3 Novel Viewpoints

The ability to work under a range of novel viewpoints is an important factor

to consider when modeling impossible objects. Impossible figures are often

only seen from a single static viewpoint or ’illusion viewpoint’, when creating

a three-dimensional representation of these figures it is often the case that

when viewed from an alternate viewpoint the impossibility illusion is broken.

To allow our transparency based impossible models to be viewed from novel

viewpoints we divide them into two categories of illusions. Those created by

depth ambiguities, such as the impossible cube and the Penrose triangle. The

second category being those created through disappearing sections, such as

the impossible staircase and the impossible shelves.

3.3.1 Depth Based Impossibility

For those impossible objects created through depth interposition or con-

tradiction, our transparency based modeling method behaves similarly to

the line of sight deformation method proposed by Elber [15]. When supplied

with a single axis of transparency our modeling system can handle a limited

range of viewpoints without any additional changes, see examples (A) and

(B) in figure 3.6. For the impossibility to be successful within this example the

supplied axis must be parallel to the vertical/horizontal section at the back of
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Figure 3.6: Changing axis of transparency for novel viewpoints. Images (A) and (B)
show how a single transparency axis (highlighted by the dotted line) can be used for
a range of viewpoints. Image (C) shows an example where the current transparency
axis fails. By changing the axis of transparency an impossible object can still be
achieved at this viewpoint as shown in (D).
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the object, the transparency of the foreground section is then altered to give

the illusion it passes behind the rest of the object. Once the viewpoint moves

outside the acceptable range the currently specified axis of transparency fails,

as in example (C) from Figure 3.6. At this point, a new axis must be specified,

as in example (D) from Figure 3.6. This is the same behaviour we see with the

line of sight deformation method. A single deformation value can work under

a limited range of viewpoints, outside of which the deformation algorithm

must be updated.

3.3.2 Disappearing Sections Based Impossibility

Figure 3.7: Calculate scaling to correct misalignment of edges. (left) Initial position,
corners highlighted in red are selected as anchor points. (center) The object is
rotated, such that the anchor points are no longer aligned. Distance from the anchor
points to the original alignment line is calculated. (right) All object vectors are offset
by the calculated distance to realign the anchor points.

For those impossible objects created through disappearing space or dis-

appearing normals, a different problem must be overcome when viewed at

novel angles. These objects rely on the correct alignment of the object edges

to create the illusion of impossibility. Where one section of the object seems

to fade away into another. As the viewpoint is moved away from the initial

’illusion viewpoint’ this alignment is broken, as is the impossibility illusion.

By using a scaling based method our algorithm is able to compensate

for this misalignment of edges under novel viewpoints. Figure 3.7 shows a

basic example of how an object can be scaled to maintain alignment of the

important points. Two points are chosen as anchor points, from which the

line connecting them can be calculated. This will be the alignment line, the
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anchor points will be scaled such that they remain in position on this line. As

the viewpoint is changed the distance between anchor points and alignment

line (D) can be calculated. This operation is done in world space such that as

the object is scaled, it maintains its orthogonal structure. The new position

for each of the object vertices can then be calculated using P = P + (V ∗D).

Where P is the current vertex position and V is the vector along which to

scale. Figure 3.8 shows how this operation can be applied to an impossible

object, maintaining the illusion of impossibility at novel viewpoints. This use

of scaling allows us to solve for novel viewpoints of these impossible objects,

whilst maintaining the orthogonality of the original object.

Figure 3.8: Scaling to solve novel viewpoints for a transparency based impossible
object. The impossibility of the object is only achieved when the front and back
corner are in alignment, along the dotted line. When the object is viewed from a
different angle, the alignment is lost. To compensate for this the object is scaled until
the two points are back in alignment.

3.4 View Range

To measure the performance of our transparency based modeling method

we examined the range of viewpoints at which we could successfully model

an impossible object. We sampled the hemisphere above the objects, 360

degrees around the azimuth and 90 degrees elevation, sampling a total of

32,400 view directions. This range was chosen as we imagine the object is

standing on a flat surface and cannot be viewed from below. This will be

the same range used to test our copycat cast shadow algorithm. Figure 3.9
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Figure 3.9: Success rate of our transparency algorithm for a range of view directions.
γ and θ indicate the azimuth and altitude (in degrees) of the view direction, this range
covers the hemisphere directly above the object. At each viewpoint, we examine
whether our algorithm successfully models an impossible object (white) or fails to
model an impossible object (black). The green point on each graph indicates the
position of the objects original ’illusion viewpoint’ shown on the left.
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shows the results for three impossible objects. The graphs presented show

the entire range of sampled viewpoints, where white indicates our modeling

method was successful, and black indicates viewpoints at which our modeling

method failed.

Figure 3.10: Examples of successful and failure cases for our transparency based
modeling algorithm. Green points on the graph correspond to the four successful
cases, whilst red points correspond to the four failure cases. The successful cases
all share the feature that sections of the object overlap one another, this feature
is needed to successfully simulate the impossible illusion. This suggests that view
limitations are influenced by the structure of the object itself, making some objects
more difficult to model than others.

At each viewpoint, we examined the structure of the object to determine if

our modeling method had successfully achieved an impossible object. This

was done by manually choosing sections of the object which must overlap for

our modeling method to be able to simulate impossibility. Figure 3.10 shows

an example of this. Each of the viewpoints highlighted in green contains

an overlap in the object structure and those highlighted in red contain no

overlap. For these objects, the basis of their impossibility relies on overlapping

sections of the object, where one section appears to be both in front and
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behind another at the same time. If this overlap is not present in a viewpoint

our transparency modeling method cannot resolve this issue.

From the graphs shown in Figure 3.9 we can see that the successful view

ranges vary depending on the object. With the successful range of viewpoints

varying from around 65% to 27%. This result seems to support the theory

Wu et al. [84] proposes, that the view range may not only be limited by the

chosen modeling method but also the structure of the object itself. Making

some objects more difficult to model than others. The three objects were

chosen due to their presence in the paper by Elber [15], each of these objects

can also be modeled using his deformation based method. Both Elber’s

deformation based method and our transparency based method operate

based on a transfer function, as such this deformation based method is the

closest comparison to our own method. We performed the same view range

tests for the objects modeled using Elber’s deformation method and achieved

the same results, indicating that our modeling method is able to successfully

perform over the same view ranges and that both methods are affected by

the base structure of the object itself.

We have demonstrated that our modeling method can successfully model

and render impossible figures at viewpoints far away from the initial ’Illusion

viewpoint’ and that at those viewpoints where our modeling method fails it

does not distort or deform the resulting object. In these cases our method

merely renders the object without the impossible illusion, in other words, it

resorts to rendering the possible version of the object. If this is not acceptable

we may use the plots generated in Figure 3.9 to restrict the viewing positions

for each object, for example using simple thresholding, to those viewpoints

where our modeling method is successful.

3.5 Results

Using our transparency based impossibility modeling we are able to sim-

ulate all four categories of impossibility illusions. Figure 3.11 demonstrates

the use of our transparency based method to model each of the four main
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Figure 3.11: Four types of impossible object, each modeled using transparency
and viewed from novel view directions. (From left - right) Impossible Cube - Depth
Interposition based impossibility. Penrose Triangle - Depth Contradiction based
impossibility. Impossible Stairs - Dissapearing Normal based impossibility. Impossible
Shelves - Dissapearing space based impossibility.
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Figure 3.12: Impossible objects modeled using our transparency based algorithm
viewed under perspective projection.

types of impossibility illusion, depth interposition, depth contradiction, dis-

appearing normals, and disappearing space. Each of these impossibilities is

recreated using our algorithm to alter the surface transparency for sections of

the object, the actual geometric structure of the object remains unchanged.

When viewed at novel viewpoints away from their initial ’illusion viewpoint’

the objects are scaled along the desired axis to maintain the alignment of

edges and their illusion of impossibility.

As our transparency method does not alter the geometry of the three-

dimensional model it is useable for both orthographic and perspective im-

possible models, as shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.13 demonstrates the

construction of Escher’s "Waterfall" using our transparency modeling method.

This structure belongs to the depth contradiction class of impossible objects,

being made up of three Penrose triangle objects connected by multiple pillars.

Figure 3.13 demonstrates the segmentation, rendering, and novel views of

the object. Transparency is applied to each of the colored sections that create

the illusion, with each section’s axis of transparency being depicted as a

dotted line in the corresponding color. Textures have been applied to each

section of the object in the final rendered image. The third image in Figure

3.13 shows the object from a novel viewpoint, a different view from its initial

’illusion viewpoint’. This is achieved using our scaling method, notice that

while the object may appear flatter at this view, it is not skewed and the

orthogonality of the structure is maintained.

3.6 Implementation

An important goal of our research was to enable our modeling method

to work within already established modeling and rendering environments.
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Figure 3.13: A three dimensional representation of "Waterfall" by M. C. Escher [18]
created using our transparency based modeling method. (left) Markup, transparency
is applied to each of the colored sections with each sections transparency axis
indicated by a dotted line in the corresponding colour. (middle) Textured version of
the impossible object. (right) Novel view of the object, scaling is used to preserve
the impossibility illusion and the objects orthogonality.

Figure 3.14: Demonstration of our transparency algorithm using the Unity Engine.
Our algorithm is applied to the object as a custom shader, allowing users to make use
of Unity’s existing features without the need for a dedicated rendering environment.
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As was discovered in our background research all of the existing modeling

methods we discussed, with the exception of the work by Chiba et al. [11],

require their own dedicated rendering environment. By creating our modeling

method to work within more general rendering environments we hope to

make the process of modeling and rendering these impossible objects easier

for the user, opening impossible objects up to more mainstream uses.

We implemented our transparency based modeling method within the

Unity Engine, similar to Chiba et al. [11]. Figure 3.14 shows our modeling

method working within Unity along with highlighting the required user input.

Constructing the basic object shape is done using Unity’s existing methods

and geometric shapes. The goal of the user here would be to construct

the shape of their desired impossible object without the impossible illusion,

in essence, they are modeling a possible version of the desired impossible

object.

Our transparency based effect is applied through a custom transparency

shader attached to the material of the object. This allows the user to maintain

the use of material colors and textures as they would with the base Unity

material, whilst also applying our transparency function. The current user

input needed is highlighted on the right of Figure 3.14. Our algorithm requires

the position at the center of transparency and an axis along which to apply

the transparency effect to be supplied. They are also required to input the

distance threshold and rate of change of transparency. These inputs are used

to solve equation 3.1 within the custom shader. This shader then changes

the surface transparency of the object based on distance from the center of

transparency. Using the rate of change slider the user can achieve both a

smooth linear transition in transparency and an instant transition between

transparent and opaque.

By implementing our transparency method as a custom shader within Unity

it can be more easily utilized by a wider range of users, compared to if it were

using its own dedicated environment. Users also have access to the built-in

modeling and rendering tools already available within the engine. Although
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we have currently only implemented our modeling method using the Unity

engine, we predict that it is possible to implement using other mainstream

modeling and rendering environments.

3.7 Discussion

We have described a transparency based modeling solution for creating

three-dimensional models of impossible figures. The main advantage of this

method over existing deformation methods its ability to recreate all four types

of impossible objects, without manipulating the underlying geometry of the

object. By maintaining the original geometric structure we do not have to

compensate for anomalies in the shading and texturing of the objects that

are caused by deformation based modeling methods. We have demonstrated

the ability of this transparency based modeling method to recreate a range of

impossible objects, both simple and complex, in orthogonal and perspective

projection. We have also created our algorithm to be used within general

rendering environments, making it more accessible and mainstream for users

without the need for any dedicated rendering environments.

One of the main limitations to the current transparency modeling algorithm

presented is its ability to simulate an intersection within an object structure,

shown in Figure 3.15. The illusion within this impossible figure is created

through one section of the object that appears to intersect with another

section. This cannot currently be achieved using our transparency algorithm.

Figure 3.15 shows an example of an impossible illusion created through object

intersection. Using our transparency based method the object still contains

impossibility based on depth interposition, however, we are not currently

able to simulate the intersection of the object sections. Future work should

be done to expand our transparency method to allow for such features as

object intersection. In our current implementation, a user must supply a

single axis around which transparency is calculated. Extending this with

additional axes may allow for the simulation of an intersection, see figure

3.15. Supplying additional axes that only allow for transparency to be applied

when the sample point is above/below.
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Figure 3.15: Impossibility illusion created through object intersections. (A) Object
modeled using line of sight deformation. (B) Object modeled through transparency.
Since transparency is applied along the entire specified axis it is not possible to
create the appearance of an intersection. (C) Example of how multiple axes may be
used to create the illusion of intersection. Original transparency axis highlighted in
red additional axis highlighted in green.
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Figure 3.16: Transparency based on object overlap. Two sections of the object are
selected during the modeling phase (red and blue). Transparency is then applied to
any point on the surface of the object where the chosen sections overlap.
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When examining the range of viewpoints under which our algorithm is

successful we see that it is affected by the structure of the object, in particu-

lar, whether specific sections of the object overlap. The current method of

applying transparency to the surface of an object operates using a transfer

function where the strength of transparency radiates away from the user-

specified axis, along with a distance value and rate of change modifier. A

possible change could be made to apply the transparency to areas where

chosen sections of the object overlap. This may make our algorithm require

minimal user input. During the construction of the object the user could label

two sections, one blue and one red, an example is shown in Figure 3.16. For

each pixel in the image, a ray can be used to test whether both sections of

the object are intersected. If so the transparency of the section closest to the

viewer is altered. Future work should be done to look at whether this overlap

method may work for different types of object impossibility, such as those

created by disappearing space and normals.
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Chapter 4

Impossible Object Rendering

This chapter introduces a new screen space occlusion algorithm to produce

copycat shadows for three-dimensional impossible models. By projecting the

model onto a planar surface in screen space our algorithm ignores the hidden

geometrical complexities within the object model. Resulting in an impossible

shadow whose shape is comparable to the visible shape of its casting object,

a copycat shadow. Although they are technically impossible, results show

that copycat shadows often appear much more convincing than the object’s

traditional cast shadow. Through the use of these copycat shadows, we

demonstrate how it is possible to fully render these seemingly impossible

models with shadows and shading without detracting from the illusion of

impossibility. We implement our algorithm using the Unity Engine, avoiding

the need for any dedicated rendering environment.

4.1 Introduction

Figure 4.1: Scene reproduced from Casati [8] containing four objects alongside
their normal cast shadows (left) and their copycat cast shadows (middle). These
copycat cast shadows aim to replicate the visible shape and position of the objects.
(right) Shows the scene when viewed from the front, revealing the true positioning of
the objects.

Previous computer graphics research into the process of modeling three-

dimensional impossible figures [84, 15, 61] has focused on challenges such as

rendering the objects from new and novel viewpoints, where traditionally we
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see impossible figures as static two-dimensional images viewed from a single

viewpoint. When we see these three-dimensional impossible models rendered

using existing methods they are shown in very basic images. Most commonly

we see them alone without any other objects in the scene, rendered using

basic shading and lacking any form of cast shadow. This is attributed to the

hidden deformations and manipulations needed to create these seemingly

impossible models (SIMs) affecting the resulting shadows and shading of the

object. To overcome problems of inconsistent and anomalous shading that is

caused by the deformations used to model SIMs, existing methods [79] resort

to sampling or interpolating new surface normals for the object to compensate

for the deformations applied to the object geometry. A solution for generating

cast shadows for these SIMs has not been explored in previous research. Cast

shadows are excluded completely from renderings of these SIMs. Where they

are addressed in previous work they are purposefully hidden [79]. This is

due to the hidden deformations used to simulate the impossible nature of the

object causing corresponding deformations in the objects cast shadow when

rendered using traditional lighting methods.

Cast shadows add realism to a computer-generated scene, without them

the scene can look flat and two dimensional. Cast shadows portray mean-

ingful spatial and contextual information and are used by our visual system

to resolve three-dimensional ambiguities within the two-dimensional image,

such as object shape and position. They also play a large role in the recovery

of an object’s three-dimensional shape and structure along with object recog-

nition. This poses a problem when using the objects traditional cast shadow

of a SIM as the hidden deformations within the SIM are revealed, resulting

in deformed and oddly shaped cast shadows that do not correspond to the

apparent orthogonality of the casting object. However completely excluding

cast shadows from the scene withholds important visual cues from the viewer

regarding the composition of the scene.

We propose a solution to this problem of generating visually appropriate

cast shadows for these SIMs without revealing their true structure by taking

advantage of a technique used by artists knows as copycat shadows [8]. The
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purpose of a copycat shadow is not to represent the true three-dimensional

structure of the casting object, but rather to produce a shadow whose shape

aims to replicate the visible profile of the casting object. Figure 4.1 shows

a set of four objects replicated from the work by Casati [8] demonstrating

the objects traditional cast shadows alongside their copycat cast shadows.

Comparing the two shadow versions we can see that the shape of the copycat

cast shadow is much more similar to the visible shape and position of the

objects within the scene. It is suggested that although humans use shadows

as a method to retrieve important structural and positional information some

inaccuracy within cast shadows is not only tolerable but can be preferable

in cases [7, 39]. Although copycat shadows are impossible shadows that

would not be found in the real world, only under very limited light and object

positions, they are often a simplification compared to the object’s normal

cast shadow. This simplification along with the similarity between the shape

of the shadow and its casting object means when viewing these copycat

shadow viewers often find it easier to firstly, correctly identify the dark area

as a shadow, and secondly, correctly match the shadow to its casting object

[8]. This visual perception problem of associating a shadow with its casting

object, known as the shadow correspondence problem, can be difficult within

a complex scene or where the object and shadow are far apart. Solving

this problem correctly is important to gain an accurate understanding of

the scene, in particular determining the location and position of objects

within the scene. Copycat shadows may make this task easier due to the

natural similarity between the shape of the object and the shape of the

copycat shadow. Mamassian [49] suggests that the visual system uses a

coarse representation of the scene to solve this correspondence problem.

Relying on a wider view of the shapes within a scene rather than the finer

details, supporting the case for copycat shadows. When faced with objects

casting impossible shadows it was found that participants did not notice the

impossibility and were able to effectively solve the correspondence problem.

Artists have taken advantage of this tolerance to enhance their work rather

than adhering to what may be considered physically correct. By manipulating

such aspects as shadows and shading artists are able to maintain a sense of
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space and light within their painting without sacrificing their artistic intent [10].

Artists have demonstrated the ability to utilize light and shading to highlight

focal points in their scene, producing lighting inconsistencies that although

impossible are not evident or jarring to the viewer. Casati [8] examined works

from a range of different painters throughout history and found cases where a

copycat strategy has been used to draw the cast shadows for specific objects

within the scene. Casati highlights the paintings seen in Figure 4.2, where

the shadows cast on the wall by the characters in the scene do not seem to

resemble realistic cast shadows. Instead, the outline of the shadows is almost

identical to the outline of the characters casting them.

(a) The Origin of Painting, Giorgio Vasari,
1573

(b) A section from Flood and Waters Subsid-
ing, Paolo Uccello, 1447-1448

Figure 4.2: Early examples of copycat style shadows in pictorial art. Each of these
shadows seems to have a rather simplified shape, resembling the silhouette of its
casting object.

In this chapter, we introduce a new screen space occlusion algorithm that

maintains the core concepts of calculating occlusion in screen space but

through manipulations of the stored depths allows us to generate copycat

shadows. Our occlusion method aims to take advantage of the human
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visual systems’ tolerance to shadow shape and utilize copycat shadows as a

method of producing visually appropriate cast shadows for a range of three-

dimensional impossible objects. As our occlusion algorithm operates in screen

space we are able to perform per-pixel operations on the stored depths and

project them onto a planar surface. By doing so our algorithm removes the ob-

jects three-dimensional depth information, creating a cast shadow based on

the silhouette of the object’s visible profile. Enabling us to generate visually

appropriate copycat shadows for both possible and impossible objects.

4.2 Casting Copycat Shadows

Figure 4.3: Our algorithm creates copycat cast shadows through manipulating
stored depth information. Projecting the depth information such that the object is
flattened onto the surface of a plane. The copycat shadow of the original object is
obtained by using the shadow cast by this flattened version of itself.

Our copycat shadow algorithm works by manipulating stored depths, pro-

jecting them onto the surface of a planar object. This process essentially

flattens the object, creating a silhouette of the object from which a shadow

can be cast.

A visual overview of our algorithm is presented in Figure 4.3:
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• (4.3 A) Beginning with an initial three dimensional object casting its

traditional shadow.

• (4.3 B) A plane is constructed in three dimensional space. From our

research, the positioning of this plane often lies parallel to one surface

of the object. This plane will not be rendered in the final image.

• (4.3 C) Our algorithm projects the depth information of the three-

dimensional object along the view direction, onto the surface of the

chosen plane. This essentially flattens the object without change the

visible shape.

• (4.3 D) A cast shadow is then calculated using the objects projected

depth information. This resulting shadow is a copycat cast shadow.

To achieve the appearance of a three-dimensional object alongside a

copycat cast shadow our algorithm operates in screen space. This means

the original geometry of the object is not lost. In the final image, the original

three-dimensional object is seen with its cast shadow being generated using

the projected depth information.

When using the original depth information for the three-dimensional object

we can see that the shape of the cast shadow is noticeably different from the

visible shape of the object, see Figure (4.3 A). When rendering the flattened

version of the object we lose any shading on the object as we are removing

much of the three-dimensional information, however, a copycat cast shadow

is produced, see Figure (4.3 D). This copycat shadow appears very similar in

shape to the object. By combining these two results, the three-dimensional

object and the flattened copycat shadow, it is possible to render an object

which maintains correct shading and three-dimensional appearance but also

casts a copycat shadow. To achieve this our algorithm calculates new depths

for the object in screen space prior to calculating occlusion. Once new depth

information has been calculated the process of calculating occlusion can be

done using existing screen space occlusion methods. We implement our

algorithm within the Unity engine, using the built-in rendering pipeline to
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calculate occlusion. Since depth information is manipulated on a per-pixel

basis it is possible to create a scene using both traditional and copycat cast

shadows. By projecting the depths onto a planar surface it is possible to

remove the complex three-dimensional information hidden within the object.

The resulting cast shadows appear more similar in shape to the visible profile

of the casting object rather than its true three-dimensional structure.

4.2.1 Create Projection Surface

Figure 4.4: Projecting the object onto the planar surface. (left) Original three
dimensional object, parts of the object are behind while others are in front of the
plane in three dimensional space. (right) The object has been projected or flattened
such that it lies on the surface of the three dimensional plane. Using this flattened
object shilouette creates a copycat cast shadow.

Calculating new depth information for objects involves projecting the in-

formation stored within the depth buffer onto the surface of a plane. This

projection plane must be specified by a point on its surface and its normal

vector, from this the surface coefficients are calculated. The surface coeffi-
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cients will then be used to calculate new depth information at each sampled

pixel during the rendering pass. The projection plane itself is not visible within

the final rendered image. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the location of this

projection plane in relation to the object model.

Figure 4.5: Choosing the best projection plane for an object. Each possible projec-
tion plane location runs parallel to the objects surface, from which the position and
normal direction can be sampled.(left) Object viewed from the front. (right) Object
viewed from above. Each of the possible projection planes are highlighted by a blue
dotted line.

To create copycat cast shadows that appear connected to the casting

object, the chosen projection plane should be positioned near where the

object is in contact with the ground surface. This can be done by choosing

a projection plane that lies parallel to one of the faces of the object making

it possible to sample its surface normal and position from the object itself.

Figure 4.5 shows an example of an object highlighting each of the possible

orientations of the projection plane that lie parallel to the surface of the object.

For this example, the projection plane normals lie either along the X or Z axis.

To determine the plane that will give the best results image moments [4, 77,

43] are used to measure the similarity between the shape of the object and

its copycat shadow.

The purpose of image moments are to describe the shape of an object in

an image, based on features such as area, centroid, and orientation. The

most basic form of moments, often referred to as raw moments, can be used

to describe simple image properties such as area and the centroid. Moments
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are generally classified by the order of the moments, indices p and q of

the moment Mpq. Given a binary image I(x, y) we can use the zeroth-order

moment, Equation 4.1, to calculate the area of the white pixels within the

image. Whilst the first-order moment, Equation 4.2, can be used to calculate

the centroid. Where M10 and M01 are the sum of the coordinates of all white

pixels along the x and y axis respectively. Giving us a very basic description

of the image.

M00 =
∑
x

∑
y

I(x, y) (4.1)

{x̄, ȳ} =

{
M10

M00

,
M01

M00

}
(4.2)

µpq =
∑
x

∑
y

(x− x̄)p(y − ȳ)qI(x, y) (4.3)

The problem with using these moments alone is that they are sensitive

to the x and y positions of the pixels. To calculate moment values that are

invariant to translation there are central moments, Equation 4.3. These

central moments are used to describe features of the image, such as area,

in relation to the centroid. For our purposes, we chose to use the set of 7

higher-order moments called Hu moments [33, 34]. These moments are

translation, scale, and rotation invariant. Allowing us to get accurate image

descriptors for our impossible object shape and shadow shape regardless of

transformation differences.

To begin with, we segmented the image into its separate components, the

object, and its cast shadow. Once we segmented the two desired features we

then extracted the contours of each, see Figure 4.6. By using the contours

rather than the full image data we are able to generate image moments

based solely on the outline of the two segments. This eliminates any effect

the different pixel intensities/values may have on the resulting image mo-
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Figure 4.6: Figure demonstrating the process of preparing the rendered image to
use in our image moment measurement. Beginning with the original rendered image
we extract the two features we wish to compare, the object and its cast shadow. We
then extract the contours of the objects and scale them to be the same ratio. By
doing so we are able to achieve more accurate moment results.
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Hu Moment Reults Distance
Object 1.0075 2.83179 3.25371 4.4581 -8.4508 -5.9547 8.47915 0
Shadow A 0.96421 1.95633 7.98568 8.08654 16.1239 9.1527 -17.2443 0.920419
Shadow B 0.981501 1-99931 7.44426 8.21651 16.2045 9.45006 -16.1905 0.862874
Shadow C 1.08238 2.28688 3.92057 4.86408 -9.61839 -6.38873 -9.30184 0.671305
Shadow D 1.05607 2.22451 3.88113 4.76441 -10.211 -6.79328 -9.08841 0.620877
Shadow E 1.05064 2.21251 3.88881 4.50906 8.8351 5.82953 -8.88474 0.719094

Table 4.1: Hu Moment results for the object in Figure 4.7. The distance measure is
calculated by comparing the Hu moment results for each shadow version to those of
the original object.

ments. We then normalized the size and aspect ratio of the two segments,

doing so allows us to better generate moment values that are invariant to

transformations. To generate the moment values themselves we used the

built-in functions from the OpenCV library. Using the functions within the

OpenCV library we can generate a set of Hu moments for each of the image

segments. To measure how close both shapes are in appearance we calculate

the distance between both sets of image moments, with lower distances

indicating a higher similarity, shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.7 shows the results for each of the possible projection planes

highlighted in Figure 4.5. The moment results are normalized between 0 and

1, where 0 would be a perfect match and 1 is the highest difference found

among those projection planes. For this object, we found the projection planes

with normals orientated along the Z-axis to give the best results, with plane

D giving the highest object/shadow shape similarity.

Figure 4.7: Alternate Projection Plane Results. Each object labeled with the pro-
jection plane location (A - E) from Figure 4.5. Along with the image moment result,
calculated by comparing the image moments between cast shadow and object shape
(normalized between 0 and 1) where the lowest value represents the highest ob-
ject/shadow similarity. For this object the optimal projection plane would be D as it
has the lowest image moment result.

4.2.2 Select Depth Information to Project

A key step in our screen space copycat shadow algorithm is to identify

which objects within the scene should be projected in order to cast a copycat
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Figure 4.8: Specifying which objects within a scene should be projected. (left)
Scene containing two identical objects, the object on the left has been chosen to cast
a copycat shadow the object on the right is casting its traditional shadow. (right) The
projection buffer for this scene. Only those depth values associated with the object
on the left in the scene will be projected, this is highlighted by the white pixels in the
buffer. All other depth information (black pixels) will not be projected.

Figure 4.9: (left) Object has been fully projected onto the surface of the projection
plane. This produces anomalies at the base of the object where it appears to be
floating above the ground plane. (right) Gradually increasing projection strength
with the distance from the base of the object. This generates copycat shadows whilst
maintaining the objects connection to the ground plane. Alongside each object there
is an example of the projection buffer where white pixels correspond to full projection
and black to no projection. Pixels that lie in the gradient between black and white
correspond to the projection strength applied, calculated using 4.4.
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shadow. During the process of creating the scene a sentinel value, true or

false, should be assigned to each object in the scene. This information will be

stored within a new buffer, we have titled this the projection buffer, such that

it can be easily sampled alongside depth information. The value at each pixel

within this new buffer will determine whether the depth at that pixel should

be manipulated in order to cast a copycat shadow, only the depth information

belonging to those objects whose value is true will be projected. During the

rendering pass, each time the depth buffer is sampled the projection buffer is

sampled at the same pixel location. The value returned from the projection

buffer will be used to decide if the sample depth should be projected prior to

calculating occlusion. An Example of the new projection buffer is shown in

Figure 4.8, only one of the objects in this scene has been set to generate a

copycat shadow highlighted by the white pixels stored within the projection

buffer.

If the object is in contact with the ground, projecting the object in its

entirety can cause anomalies, as seen in figure 4.9. Where the object appears

to be disconnected from the shadow resulting in the impression that the

object is floating above the ground. To solve this our algorithm applies the

projection gradually, along the height of the object, where no projection is

applied at the base of the object. Using this gradual change of projection it is

possible to generate copycat cast shadows whilst maintaining the connection

of the object to the ground plane.

To achieve this we implement a transfer function that will vary the strength

of projection based on the distance of a point in the image from the base of the

object. Equation 4.4 can be used to calculate the strength of projection at each

pixel (x, y), given the line at the base of the object L(x, y) = Ax+By + C = 0

and a distance threshold T . As the distance of the pixel from the specified

line increases so does the strength of projection. The distance from this

line is normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 is no projection (original depth

information) and 1 is full projection (depth on the surface of the projection

plane).
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Strength = 1− max(T − |L(x, y)|, 0)

T
(4.4)

4.3 Copycat Shadow Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Copycat Shadow Algorithm

1: RenderScene→ (COLOR, NORMAL, DEPTH, PROJECTION see Fig. 4.8)
2: Cdir = Camera view direction
3: for each pixel P in PROJECTION do
4: if P is TRUE then
5: Sample Doriginal from DEPTH at Pxy

6: Calculate projected depth Dprojected using 4.5
7: Calculate difference in depths ∆D = Dprojected −Doriginal

8: Calculate projection strength S using 4.4
9: Calculate depth offset Doffset = (∆D · Cdir) · S

10: Calculate new depth value Dnew = Doriginal +Doffset

11: Store Dnew in DEPTH
12: end if
13: end for

Our Copycat Shadow algorithm works by manipulating the original depths

stored within the depth buffer prior to calculating occlusion. Our algorithm

is supplied with the original depth information along with the new projection

buffer from which new depth information is calculated for the specified objects

within the scene. By only manipulating the information stored within the

depth buffer itself our algorithm enables the creation of copycat cast shadows

without the need to change the existing rendering pipeline. Algorithm 1 shows

the processes involved in our copycat shadow algorithm. By supplying our

algorithm with the projection buffer it is possible to reduce the number of

calculations needed to only the pixels where the projection buffer returns true

saving on unnecessary calculations and reducing the impact our algorithm

has on the rendering speed.

Projected depth information Zproj is calculated using the equation of a

plane 4.5. Where a, b, c, and d, are the coefficients that represent the chosen

projection plane, and x, y are the screen coordinates of the current sample

location. This projection process adjusts the depths at the sampled pixel

such that they lie on the surface of the specified projection plane, essentially

flattening the three-dimensional object. By doing this we ignore the true
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geometric structure of the object. The resulting shadow more accurately

represents the visible profile of the object. This copycat shadow appears more

similar in shape to the casting object compared to the object’s traditional cast

shadow.

Zproj =
ax+ by + d

−c
(4.5)

Original depth information is then projected along the view direction based

on the projection strength, calculated using 4.4, and the newly calculated

depth position. Taking into account view direction means it is possible to

apply our copycat algorithm to any view direction along with both orthogonal

and perspective viewpoints. Once the new projected depth information has

been calculated we are able to use the existing rendering pipeline without

the need for additional changes, the process of calculating points that are

occluded in screen space can be done using existing methods [12]. By only

manipulating the stored depth information it is possible of our algorithm work

alongside existing features such as ambient occlusion and soft shadows.

4.3.1 Implementation

A key goal for our research was to ensure that our algorithms could work

with already established tools, without the need to create a dedicated ren-

dering environment. As with our impossible object modeling algorithm we

chose to implement our copycat shadow algorithm using the Unity Engine. By

negating the need for a dedicated rendering environment we hope to make

our algorithm easier to implement for a wider range of users. Working within

the Unity engine means we can take advantage of the built-in tools, using the

existing modeling and lighting systems. Figure 4.10 shows a scene in unity

using our copycat shadow algorithm.

To construct the scene a user can make use of the tools already available in

the Unity engine, our algorithm works alongside the geometric models, lights,

and cameras that are built into the Unity engine. Our algorithm is applied
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Figure 4.10: Screenshots of our copycat shadow algorithm being rendered using
the Unity engine. (top) Demonstrates the material assigned to the object, highlighting
the user input on the right. This material acts like a regular material but passes
added information to our screen space shader. (bottom) Shows our custom shader
applied to the scene camera. Highlighting the user input on the right. In this example,
we have created a projection plane that is only visible in the editor, not when the final
object is rendered. The projection plane is sampled directly from the plane object
without the need for the user to manually enter each of the values.
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through a combination of custom materials (applied to the objects) and a

screen space shader (applied to the camera). The custom material will be

used to construct the projection buffer, it will determine whether the object

will be projected or not. When creating the custom material the user will

supply a point at the base of the object, from which the strength of projection

can be calculated using equation 4.4. This can also be found automatically by

setting the current up axis, the vertex with the lowest value along the axis

will then be chosen as the base of the object. Figure 4.10 shows the input

fields the user can specify. This material behaves the same as the basic Unity

materials, meaning the user can utilize the built-in coloring and texturing

tools.

Our custom shader is then applied to the camera. The purpose of this

shader is to use our copycat shadow algorithm to manipulate the depth buffer

information before passing it on to Unity’s built-in rendering pipeline. The user

must supply the desired projection plane. This can be supplied by choosing

a plane object in the scene, or by specifying a location in the scene and

a surface normal direction for the plane. From this, our copycat algorithm

calculates the plane coefficients needed for equation 4.5. Our custom shader

will perform an initial pass to construct the projection buffer. For each pixel

in the buffer, it will sample the intersected objects, if an object using our

custom material is detected it will calculate the projection strength at that

pixel using the information from our custom material and equation 4.4. Once

the projection buffer is constructed the data stored within the depth buffer,

constructed using Unity’s built in-depth buffer tools, is manipulated using

our copycat shadow algorithm. Once the depth buffer has been updated it

is passed to Unity’s existing rendering pipeline to calculate occlusion within

the scene. Due to the low number of calculations performed during the buffer

sampling process of our algorithm we are able to achieve these results in

real-time.
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Figure 4.11: Seemingly Impossible Model (SIM) created using line of sight deform-
ations. (left) SIM as seen from the original view direction, giving the illusion of
impossibility. (right) The same SIM viewed from above using the original deformation
direction, here the true structure of the object can be seen.

4.4 Cast Shadows for Impossible Objects

To create a three dimensional model of a SIM, deformations are applied to

the object geometry along the view direction [15]. These deformations are

hidden from the current view position and can only be seen when the object

is viewed from another direction. Using these deformations it is possible to

create ambiguities within the structure of the object that gives the illusion of

impossibility. Figure 4.11 shows an example of a SIM alongside a view of the

SIM from above to reveal the object’s true structure.

4.4.1 Traditional Cast Shadows

The images presented in Figure 4.12 show a range of seemingly impossible

models (SIMs) rendered with their traditional cast shadows. Within each of

the examples, the deformed section of the object used to generate the illusion

of impossibility is highlighted in green. This deformation results in severe

anomalies in the shape of the traditional cast shadow of each object that does

not correspond to the perceived shape of the object. Due to this deformation

in the cast shadows, they often appear strange to the viewer, detracting from

the impossible illusion of the object. Currently, to avoid this issue SIMs are

rendered without any cast shadows, this lack of an appropriate cast shadow

limits their use in more complex scenes. We propose that copycat shadows

can be a solution to creating appropriate looking cast shadows for these SIMs.
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Figure 4.12: Seemingly Impossible Model (SIM) created using line of sight de-
formations, rendered using its traditional cast shadow. The hidden deformations
used to create the illusion of impossibility result in deformations within the cast
shadow. These traditional cast shadows often appear strange as the deformation in
the shadow does not match the apparent orthogonality of the object.
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4.4.2 Copycat Cast Shadows

Figure 4.13: Casting appropriate shadows for seemingly impossible models using
our copycat shadow algorithm. (left) Original three dimensional object, parts of the
object are behind while others are in front of the plane in three dimensional space.
(right) The object has been projected or flattened such that it lies on the surface of
the three dimensional plane. As the projection is applied along the same direction
as the deformation used to create the SIM, the deformation has no effect on the
resulting copycat shadow. Using this flattened object silhouette we are able to create
copycat cast shadows.

Our copycat shadow algorithm is not limited to possible objects, we are also

able to produce copycat shadows for a range of seemingly impossible models.

Due to the hidden deformation used to create the illusion of impossibility

being applied along the line of sight our copycat shadow algorithm can use

the same method of projection for these SIMs. By projecting the object depths

onto a planar surface along the view direction the hidden deformations within

the object do not affect the resulting copycat shadows. Figure 4.13 shows an

example of a SIM and how our copycat algorithm can project the SIM onto the

surface of a plane to create appropriate looking copycat shadows.
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Figure 4.14: Seemingly Impossible Model (SIM) created using line of sight deform-
ations, rendered using its traditional cast shadow (top) and our copycat shadow
algorithm (bottom). Due to the projection used in our copycat shadow algorithm the
hidden deformations used to create the illusion of impossibility do not have an effect
on the resulting shadow. Comparing the two shadow versions these copycat shadows
appear much more convincing as their shape better matches the visible shape of the
object.

Comparing the SIMs traditional cast shadow to the copycat shadows gen-

erated using our algorithm, Figure 4.14, demonstrates that it is possible to

generate visually appropriate cast shadows that do not contain anomalies

caused by the hidden deformations. To account for the discontinuities in

shading that are created on the sections of the object undergoing hidden

deformations we employ the existing method of sampling surface normals

from the object prior to applying deformation [79]. Our method of generating

copycat cast shadows is not affected by the amount of deformation applied

to the object as during the process of projecting the depth information we

remove all of the hidden deformations. As our copycat algorithm works in

screen space, manipulating the object depths such that they lie on the surface

of a plane, the hidden deformations within the structure of the SIM do not

have an effect on our algorithm meaning the same algorithm can be used

across both possible and seemingly impossible objects.

4.5 Measuring Acceptable Light Directions

To examine how our copycat shadow algorithm performs under a wider

range of light directions we employ the use of image moments [4, 77]. Based
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Figure 4.15: Difference between visible object shape and copycat shadow shape
under different light directions, calculated through image moment comparison. γ
and θ indicate the azimuth and altitude (in degrees) of the light direction, this range
covers the hemisphere directly above the SIM. The color at each pixel ranges from
black to white, where higher object/shadow similarity is mapped to white and lower
object/shadow similarity to black. The difference value is normalized to [0,255]
by considering the maximum and minimum values in each figure. The values are
calculated using a distance function to compare the image moment extracted from
the object to the image moment extracted from the cast shadow at each light
direction. Top to Bottom, the results of the first three objects from Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.16: Example of a SIM rendered with our copycat shadow algorithm un-
der a range of lighting directions. This example spans a range of 180 degrees
around the azimuth, each separated by a 10-degree difference. We can see how
our copycat shadow algorithm behaves under these different light directions, as the
light approaches the extremes the cast shadow can appear flat which may not be
appropriate for the more three-dimensional looking object. The best results can be
seen towards the middle of the 180-degree range where the copycat shadow shape
appears visually similar to the shape of the casting object.
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on the similarity between the object shape and the shape of our generated

copycat shadow we can asses how well our algorithm performs for each

different light direction. We began by choosing a single view direction and

setting up the projection plane for our copycat shadow algorithm, this would

remain the same under all the sampled light directions. We then moved the

position of the light source around the hemisphere above the object, 360

degrees along the azimuth and 90 degrees elevation in total sampling 32,400

light directions. At each light direction, we rendered the object alongside

the cast shadow generated using our copycat algorithm. We then performed

our image moment analysis for each light direction, calculating the image

moment values for the copycat shadow shape and comparing those to the

image values of the object shape using a distance function. The resulting

distance functions were then normalized between 0 and 255 by considering

the maximum and minimum values for each object.

Figure 4.15 plots the similarity results for the first three objects in Fig-

ure 4.20. There is a visible pattern within these results where a higher

shape/shadow similarity is seen when the light direction is directly in front or

behind the object, Figure 4.16 shows an example of this. As the light direction

moves towards the edges of the 180-degree range the similarity between the

object and shadow shape decreases, the best results can be seen when the

light direction is close to 0 degrees. As the light direction approaches the

edge of the 180-degree range (-90 degrees and 90 degrees) the resulting

copycat shadow appears flat. Due to the method of projection used in our

copycat shadow algorithm the depth information is projected onto the planar

surface, meaning the three-dimensional structure of the object is lost. This

results in a float looking shadow when the light direction comes from the side

of the object. At these light directions, the resulting cast shadow no longer

functions as a copycat shadow as it does not appear visually similar to the

shape of its casting object.

For these light directions where our copycat algorithms performance suf-

fers the cast shadow results can be improved by choosing a new projection

plane with a normal direction that is closer to being parallel to the light
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direction. Figure 4.17 shows a set of objects both possible and impossible

rendered under problematic light directions using both the object’s traditional

cast shadow alongside our copycat shadow method. Two versions of the

copycat shadow are shown, those generated using the original projection

plane appear very similar for each object since much of the depth information

is removed during the process it is left with a simple rectangular shadow. By

choosing an alternate projection plane where the normal direction is closer to

the light direction it is possible to cast copycat shadows that more accurately

replicate the visible shape of the object. To expand the range of viable light

directions for the current implementation the results of the image moment

measure could be used to choose a new projection plane, or restrict the light

direction using simple thresholding.

Figure 4.17: At light directions where the original projection plane fails it is possible
to achieve more appropriate cast shadows by rotating the projection plane. (top)
Objects rendered with their traditional cast shadows. (middle) Objects rendered
with copycat shadows using original projection plane orientation. (bottom) Objects
rendered with copycat shadows using rotated projection plane.

4.6 Results

4.6.1 Possible Objects

Copycat cast shadows can be used to make solving the shadow corres-

pondence problem simpler, by imitating the shape of the casting object in
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Figure 4.18: Possible objects rendered using their traditional cast shadow (top) and
our copycat shadow algorithm (bottom).

Figure 4.19: Four objects rendered using their traditional cast shadows (top), static
copycat shadows, created by extracting the object shapes manually and adjusting
their position and appearance to create the effect of cast shadows (middle) and our
copycat shadow algorithm (bottom). Previous methods of creating copycat shadows
would need to be manually updated for each view direction, without this the shadows
would no longer be true copycat shadows. Using our algorithm new copycat shadows
are generated automatically for each new viewpoint.
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the shape of its shadow. Our algorithm aims to replicate the visible shape of

the objects. The resulting copycat shadows often appear more compelling

when compared to the traditional cast shadows. Figure 4.18 shows a series

of possible objects rendered using their traditional shadow and our copycat

shadow algorithm. In many cases, copycat cast shadows can appear more

appropriate for the casting object due to their similarities in shape.

Our algorithm provides an automatic method for generating copycat cast

shadows for a range of viewpoints and light directions. Existing approaches for

generating copycat cast shadows require the use of manual post-processing

effects, extracting the visible object and transforming it such that it resembles

a shadow, limiting the use of copycat shadows in more complex and inter-

active scenes. Figure 4.19 shows a similar scene to one used by Casati [8]

to demonstrate copycat shadows. Using previous copycat shadow methods

when the scene is viewed from an alternate direction the copycat shadows

must either be updated manually or remain static. Using our copycat al-

gorithm it is possible to automatically generate copycat shadows for each

new view of the scene, making it much more efficient for use in interactive

scenes. A single projection plane is used for all three viewpoints of this scene

with the copycat shadows being automatically updated each time to reflect

the change in object shape and position.

4.6.2 Seemingly Impossible Models

Figure 4.20: Examples of SIMs rendered using their traditional cast shadow (top)
and our copycat algorithm (bottom). Each SIM shows a range of deformations needed
to create the illusion of impossibility and cases where multiple deformations are
used.
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Figure 4.21: A SIM rendered within a scene alongside other objects. (top) Scene
rendered by excluding cast shadows for the SIM. (middle) Scene rendered using
traditional cast shadows for all objects. (bottom) Scene rendered using our copycat
shadow algorithm to cast shadows for the SIM. Comparing these results we see that
by using our copycat shadow algorithm we are able to convincingly render the SIM
as part of a scene.

Figure 4.22: A representation of Del-Prete’s "The Garden Fence", modeled using
line of sight deformations and rendered using different forms of cast shadow. (left)
Cast shadows completely excluded, similar to figure 14 by Elber [15]. (middle)
Traditional cast shadows. (right) Copycat Shadow Algorithm.
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Using our copycat algorithm we are able to create visually appropriate

cast shadows for a range of Seemingly Impossible Models (SIMs). Figure 4.20

shows a set of SIMs created using existing deformation based techniques

[15]. The hidden deformation results in deformations in the objects cast

shadow, these deformations do not correspond to the visible shape of the

object and appear distracting. Where previously these objects would have

been rendered by excluding any form of cast shadow, our copycat algorithm

enables us to render these SIMs alongside a visually compelling cast shadow.

The inclusion of a cast shadow for these SIMs enables their use in more

complex scenes, Figure 4.21. By excluding shadows completely the SIM does

not appear to be a natural part of the scene where all other objects cast

a shadow, at the same time using the SIMs traditional cast shadow can be

distracting due to its deformed nature. By using our copycat algorithm it is

possible to render the SIM alongside all other objects giving the scene a more

compelling appearance. Figure 4.21 also demonstrates how our algorithm

handles such things as object occlusion and casting our copycat shadows

onto the surface of other objects. Figure 4.22 contains a representation of Del-

Prete’s "The Garden Fence", similar to figure 14 by Elber [15]. By including

the object’s traditional cast shadows within this scene the apparently rigid

fence would create a curved and deformed cast shadow, using our copycat

shadow algorithm, however, it allows the inclusion of a cast shadow that does

not distract from the overall image.

4.6.3 Existing Rendering Features

As our algorithm does not change the existing rendering pipeline. We have

demonstrated the implementation of our algorithm into the Unity engine,

allowing us to make use of existing rendering functions alongside our copycat

shadows. Figure 4.23 demonstrates how our copycat algorithm performs

under two separate light sources. Whilst Figure 4.24 shows copycat shadows

for a SIM under both orthographic and perspective viewing. Under perspective

viewing, it is also possible to implement existing ambient occlusion methods

adding an additional sense of realism to the resulting image.
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Figure 4.23: A SIM rendered under two directional light sources using its traditional
cast shadow (left) and our copycat shadow algorithm (right).

Figure 4.24: (A) A SIM rendered under orthographic projection with its traditional
cast shadow. (B) The same SIM rendered using our copycat shadow algorithm. (C)
Perspective rendering using our copycat shadow algorithm. (D) Rendering ambient
occlusion alongside our copycat shadow algorithm.
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4.6.4 Alternative Forms of Impossibility Modeling

Figure 4.25: Impossible objects modeled using our transparency method and
rendered with their traditional cast shadow (top) and copycat cast shadow (bottom).

As our copycat algorithm operates in screen space it is not fixed to a

single form of impossibility modeling. A copycat shadow aims to replicate the

visible profile of an object, meaning the hidden geometric shape that is not

visible in the two-dimensional image has no effect on the shadow. This allows

our copycat method to be applied to alternative methods of impossibility

modeling. The SIMs used in previous figures have each been modeled using

the line of sight deformation method [15]. Figure 4.25 demonstrates a set

of SIMs modeled using our transparency based method where the surface

transparency at sections of the object is manipulated to give the illusion of

impossibility. Although our transparency method does not affect the geometry

of the object we are still able to use our copycat shadow algorithm as the

shape of the copycat shadows are only affected by the visible profile of the

object.

4.7 Discussion

We have presented a copycat shadow algorithm that operates in screen

space without changing the existing rendering pipeline, implementing it us-

ing the Unity engine allowing the use of already established features such

as ambient occlusion. Our algorithm can work under a range of different

light and view directions automatically, for both possible and seemingly im-
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possible models. We have demonstrated how our copycat algorithm can

create compelling cast shadows for these SIMs. Where previously cast shad-

ows are completely excluded, opening up the ability to render these SIMs

convincingly in a full three-dimensional scene. A current limitation to our

algorithm is the available range of light directions. As we have demonstrated,

under certain light directions our algorithm may fail to produce the optimal

copycat shadows, this can be improved by changing the chosen projection

plane. Further work should be done to enable the transition between these

alternate projection planes automatically as the light direction changes. Cur-

rently using the image moment results, the allowed range of light directions

could be restricted to only those that produce sufficiently accurate copycat

shadows. By using a threshold value it may also be possible to choose which

projection plane would give the best result for each light direction. However,

improvements could be made by allowing for a gradual transition between the

different projection planes, allowing for a continuous range of light directions

to be used. This also proves to be the case for viewing directions, as the

view direction approaches close to perpendicular to the projection plane the

resulting shadows can appear problematic. Due to our algorithm projecting

along the view direction if the angle between the view direction and projection

plane normal is close to 90-degrees then the two will not intersect. For im-

possible objects, this may not occur often due to the natural limitation of view

directions created by the object itself. This can be improved by selecting an

alternative projection plane, however once again future work should be done

to allow the smooth transition between projection planes. As convincing cast

shadows have not been readily available for SIMs using previous methods we

believe the use of copycat shadows can be an interesting avenue for further

research both in rendering these objects and the perceptual relationship

between the objects and their cast shadows.
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Chapter 5

Visual Perception Of Impossible

Objects

In this chapter, we perform four visual perception experiments to investig-

ate the use of copycat shadows as a solution to casting visually appropriate

shadows for impossible objects. Beginning by demonstrating the flaws of

traditional cast shadows. Then comparing traditional cast shadows to the

copycat shadows generated using our algorithm. Finally, testing the ability

of our copycat algorithm to generate convincing copycat shadows under a

range of light directions. Results from our experiments demonstrate that

copycat shadows are not only visually preferable to the object’s traditional

cast shadow but also are able to convey the important spatial information for

the object.

5.1 Introduction

Cast shadows have been shown to contain useful spatial and positional

information about an object [35, 50, 82]. However, it has also been demon-

strated that there is some leniency in our visual system as to when shadows

are recognized as acceptable [39, 49]. Meaning they do not have to entirely

correct for our visual system to recognize them as cast shadows. Evidence

of this tolerance for inaccuracy has been seen in pictorial art, where artists

have chosen to manipulate the lighting within their work for artistic intent

rather than adhering to more realistic lighting constraints [10]. Although this

alternate physics, seen in pictorial art, differs from what we may expect to
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see in the real world it does not appear jarring to the viewer, and often goes

unnoticed unless carefully examined.

Artists use their own alternative physics when depicting a scene, arranging

surfaces and lights to better fit their intent and not adhering to what would

be considered real-world physics. Common manipulations come in the form

of impossible cast shadows. One form of these impossible cast shadows are

shadows that do not aim to represent the true three-dimensional structure

of an object, but rather they aim to copy or imitate the visible shape of the

object. These shadows, known as copycat shadows [8], although impossible

are often accepted as correct and go unnoticed by the observer. Although not

geometrically or physically accurate they are still able to convey important

structural and positional information about the casting object. Due to the

similarity between the shape of the object and its copycat shadow it may

provide a simpler solution to the shadow correspondence problem, that is

matching the shadows to its respective casting object.

Impossible figures are often seen as simple two-dimensional geometric fig-

ures, either line drawing or simple greyscale images. It has been shown that

although we are able to understand the structure of these impossible figures

our visual system is slower to process them than possible objects [23, 28].

Methods of modeling three-dimensional versions of these impossible objects

have been created [15, 84]. These three-dimensional models introduce a new

challenge of rendering the model under accurate lighting, this includes the

objects cast shadow. Currently, due to the nature of the three-dimensional im-

possible objects structure, their traditional cast shadows appear deformed or

strange. The current solution to this is to exclude the cast shadow completely.

this results in the loss of any important information the cast shadow may

contain along with making the object problematic to render as part of a scene

as it lacks a cast shadow. We propose that copycat shadow may provide a

solution to rendering appropriate cast shadows for these impossible objects.

We performed a series of visual perception experiments to asses whether

copycat shadows are perceived as appropriate shadows for impossible objects
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along with examining whether they still convey useful spatial information

about the objects.

5.2 Experiment Stimulus

Each of the objects used in our four experiments were randomly chosen

from a set of 20 impossible objects, see Figure 5.1, and their possible repres-

entations, see Figure 5.2. These 20 objects were selected as they have been

used in previous visual perception research [23, 28, 26]. Impossible objects

were created using the line of sight deformation method proposed by Elber

[15]. To create possible versions of these impossible models we removed

the deformation that had been applied, restoring the object to its original

(undeformed) geometry. Objects were rendered using their traditional cast

shadows generated by conventional occlusion methods. Copycat shadows

were created using our copycat shadow algorithm.

5.3 Experiment 1: Identifying Impossible Ob-

jects

We see from our research that traditional cast shadows are excluded from

the rendering of impossible objects as they appear strange or deformed due

to the hidden structural manipulations used to create the object’s impossibil-

ity. Including these deformed shadows alongside the object may make the

object appear even more unnatural. Our aim for this experiment was to in-

vestigate what impact these deformed shadows had on a viewer’s perception

of impossible objects. We predict that the inclusion of these deformed cast

shadows detracts from the impossible object illusion making the object appear

unnatural within the scene. We tested this prediction by tasking observers to

identify an impossible object among a set or possible objects.

5.3.1 Experiment Design

Our experiment design is based on that used by Ostrovsky et al. [60] to

investigate illumination inconsistencies within a scene. In their work, they
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Figure 5.1: Impossible objects used in our visual perception experiments. Modeled
using line of sight deformation methods.
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Figure 5.2: Possible objects used in our visual perception experiments.
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Figure 5.3: Experiment 1 Stimulus Examples. (Top Left) Homogeneous orienta-
tion, (Top Right) heterogeneous orientation, (Bottom Left) traditional cast shadow
(impossible target object will cast a deformed shadow) and (Bottom Right) false
shadow (target object will cast the shadow created by its corresponding possible
object representation).
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presented a series of images containing a set of cubes each illuminated from

a single direction, whilst one target cube was illuminated from a different

direction. Participants were tasked with reporting whether the display con-

tained an anomalously illuminated target. We followed a similar setup for our

experiment design. Each stimulus case would consist of 9 objects arranged

in a 3x3 grid. One object would be an impossible object (the target object)

the other 8 would be the corresponding possible version of that object (the

distractor objects). For each stimulus, the target object’s position in the grid

would be randomized. With participants being tasked to identify whether

the display contained an impossible object. Ten impossible objects and their

corresponding possible counterparts were randomly chosen from our object

poll for use in this experiment.

Our experiment was broken down into four variations each displaying a

different type of stimulus, shown in Figure5.3. For version 1 we wanted

to establish a baseline to determine how well participants identified the

impossible objects when no other factors were involved. For this stimulus,

each of the 9 objects were oriented in the same direction, homogeneous

orientation, and presented with no cast shadow. This would allow us to see

how well observers could identify impossible objects within a very structured

scene. Similar Ostrovsky et al. [60] using homogeneous orientation alone

may mean our results are not solely based on an observer’s ability to identify

the impossibility within an object. When all objects are identical in their

orientation pop-out may occur based on simple pattern matching strategies

of the observer’s visual system. To reduce the impact of pattern matching

strategies we also created stimulus under heterogeneous orientation. Each

of the 9 objects would be orientated in a different random direction. This

manipulation would not only reduce the impact of pattern matching strategies

but force observers to rely on the impossibility illusion to identify the target

object. This stimulus would also be a better representation of real-world

conditions as it would be less rigid and structured. Both these versions

would help us establish an understanding of how well observers could identify

impossible objects within a set of possible object distractors based solely on

the impossibility within the structure of the object.
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Figure 5.4: Figure demonstrating how false shadow stimulus was created for our
experiment. Beginning with a matching pair of possible and impossible objects at
the same orientation, we use the impossible object along side the possible objects
cast shadow. Combining them together to create our false shadow stimulus.
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To build on this we wanted to investigate what impact the inclusion of

traditional cast shadows would have. For stimulus version 3 we used the same

heterogeneous setup as before with the addition of rendering the objects

cast shadows. For these cases, the target could not only be identified by the

impossibility within the structure of the object but also the unnatural and

deformed shape of its cast shadow. The expectation is that the deformation

present in the shadow would make the target impossible object much more

prominent to observers. To understand whether this effect was due to the

deformation within the target objects cast shadow or whether it was simply

the inclusion of any cast shadow we constructed experiment stimulus version

4. For this stimulus we used the same heterogeneous setup with cast shadows,

however for the target impossible objects we removed the deformed cast

shadow, replacing it with an undeformed cast shadow rendered using the

corresponding possible object (a false shadow). Figure 5.4 demonstrates how

these false shadows were created. This change would help us identify the

effect the deformed cast shadow would have.

Each subject would be presented with one version of the stimulus images,

homogeneous, heterogeneous, traditional shadow, or false shadow. Subjects

would not be presented with more than one version of stimulus to avoid any

learning bias. Subjects were tasked with choosing which objects from the 9

presented was the odd one out. To indicate which object was the odd one

out our subjects chose the objects from 1 to 9 based on its position in the

grid. An example screen from our experiment is shown in Figure 5.5. The

experiment was held online using a survey hosting website. With participants

being recruited through a survey subreddit. We chose this route to give us the

best chance of reaching a large number of participants. There are however

restrictions with this method to how accurately we can control experiment

conditions. Each subject was shown a block of ten images one at a time

to keep the experiment time down and encourage more participation. The

accuracy of choosing the impossible target from the possible distractor objects

was recorded. There was no time restriction in place allowing subjects to view

the stimulus as much as they desired, they could however not return to the

previous stimulus once they had submitted an answer. For each stimulus
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Figure 5.5: Screenshot of experiment one held online. Each image is presented one
at a time, with participants submitting their answer using a drop down box containing
the list of object positions. Participants must submit an answer before they are
allowed to proceed to the next stimulus image.
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image, the subject was required to choose the odd object out or indicate they

all appeared the same using a drop-down list containing the grid locations

of the 9 objects. They were only given instructions to choose the odd one

out with no indication of what would make the object ’odd’, this was to keep

subjects naive to the purpose of the experiment. We wanted to avoid priming

subjects to look for object impossibility or deformations in the cast shadows.

There was no mention of impossible objects or cast shadows in the experiment

description.

5.3.2 Participants

Participants were recruited online from a subreddit for hosting and com-

pleting surveys/experiments. As such each subject participated voluntarily in

the experiment with no reward promised. We believe this is a benefit for our

data as subjects were completing the experiment under their own goodwill,

in our opinion we believed this would reduce any participant from trying to

influence the result or participate multiple times as there was no reward

offered. We still, however, wanted to control the integrity of our data as much

a possible. We did this through login / IP address data that would not allow the

same subject to participate more than once, there are ways to circumvent

this however again we believe as there is no reward offered this would be

less likely. This data was not handled by us it was done through the survey

hosting site used.

To help strengthen the integrity of our data we discarded those results

where a participant started but did not complete the experiment, along with

those participants with a completion time far outside the average range of 4

minutes 37 seconds. By doing this we hoped to eliminate any participants

who were completing the experiment too quickly, perhaps randomly choosing

answers, along with those who had perhaps started the experiment and

returned after a long period of time. We also eliminated any participants

who had a clear pattern in their responses, say choosing position 1 for every

question. By doing this we hoped to eliminate as much unreliable data as

possible. In total 312 unique subjects participated across the four different
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stimulus versions. Participants consisted of 189 males and 123 females aged

between 19 and 46.

5.3.3 Results

Figure 5.6: Experiment 1 Results. The graph shows accuracy (%) of participants
correctly identifying the impossible target object for each stimulus type. Accuracy
decreases with the heterogeneity of object orientation as hypothesized and increases
with the introduction of the traditional shadow, suggesting that the deformations
present in the traditional shadow aid in finding the impossible target object. Interest-
ingly when the false shadow is used the performance decreases dramatically, this
may be down to the similarity between the target objects shadow and those of the
distractors giving a false impression that all objects are identical.

Answerers were collected for each participant in terms of their accuracy

in choosing the target (impossible) object correctly, shown in figure 5.6. To

establish a baseline we performed both a heterogeneous and homogeneous

orientation experiment with no cast shadows. Results from these tests are

consistent with previous work [60], with subjects achieving high accuracy

(around 80%) where all objects have an identical orientation. For hetero-

geneous cases, where the same light direction is used across all cases but

their individual orientation is randomized, performance dropped to around

60%. Indicating an inability among the subjects to correctly identify the

impossible object from the group under heterogeneous orientation. To test
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the significance of this result we performed single factor ANOVA on the two

groups. Resulting in a p value of < 10−3 indicating the significant effect of

heterogeneity.

This heterogeneous result gives us a baseline from which to compare

results from our two cast shadow types. To begin with, we tested the object’s

traditional cast shadows. Under this case, the impossible target object would

cast strangely shaped shadows due to the hidden deformations in their object

structure. The results of this test are consistent with our hypothesis that these

deformations would stand out and allow subjects to easily identify the target

impossible objects. When traditional shadows were introduced performance

rose to around 80%, close to the performance seen using homogeneous

orientation. Indicating that traditional cast shadows have a significant effect

(p < 10−3) on the subject’s ability to detect the target object compared to

having no shadows present. We predict this increase is due to the obvious

deformations present in the impossible object cast shadow.

To better identify whether the deformation in the target objects shadow

was the cause of this increased performance we tested the objects using false

shadows. Where target impossible objects would use a shadow created by

their corresponding possible representation, eliminating any deformations

present in the cast shadows. Interestingly the results of this test not only

show a remarkable decrease in subject performance (p < 10−8) compared to

traditional cast shadows, as we hypothesized, but we also see a decrease in

performance (p < 10−4) compared to no shadows. This result supports our

reasoning that the deformation in the traditional cast shadows aids subjects

in locating the target object as when shadows are included without this

deformation subject performance decreases.

5.3.4 Discussion

From our results we see that, consistent with results by Ostrovsky et al.

[60], as we introduce heterogeneous orientation to our stimulus displays the

subject’s ability to correctly identify the target object drops significantly. We

suspect this is down to their inability to rely on pattern matching strategies as
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each of the objects in the display are rotated randomly. The heterogeneous

test results show that subjects are particularly insensitive to object possibility

when there are no additional visual cues to assist them in their decision. This

is in line with results by Freud et al. [28]. Within the heterogeneous test,

each of the objects within a stimulus display appear globally similar, with

only small local changes within the structure of the object to differentiate the

impossible target objects. This may suggest that similar to results found by

Freud et al. [24], our participants processed both the possible and impossible

objects within the display based on their high-level global structure without

focusing further on the finer details of the structure of the object.

With the introduction of the target objects traditional cast shadow results

show the performance of participants rise, near to the level of the homogen-

eous results. This supports our hypothesis that the inclusion of the impossible

objects traditional cast shadow makes it stand out, even though it is the

correct cast shadow. The results from the false shadow test also support this.

The decrease in performance when false shadows are introduced strengthens

our conclusion that it is the deformation within the impossible objects tradi-

tional cast shadow that causes it to stand out among the distractors. This

decrease also suggests that participants viewed the entire scene on a coarse

scale, giving them a false impression that all objects are identical, as their

cast shadows appear very similar. This is in line with results produced by

Mamassian [49] where subjects did not notice that the shadows cast by their

stimulus objects did not match the actual shape and orientation of the object

itself.

These results seem to support our claims that the inclusion of an impossible

object’s traditional cast shadow can be a detriment to the visual illusion of

the impossible object itself and is most likely the reason why, in previous im-

possible object modeling research, they are discarded from the final rendered

images.
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5.4 Experiment 2: Depth Perception in Impossible

Objects

Impossible objects are created by exploiting depth inconsistencies that are

difficult for our visual system to correctly identify within a two-dimensional

image, whilst the inclusion of cast shadows within an image has been shown

to convey useful spatial and positional information [50]. Experiment 2 is

designed to investigate what effect cast shadows have on an observer’s

ability to correctly determine depth order within the structure of an object.

In theory, the inclusion of cast shadows should aid observers to identify

the correct depth order. Our aim is to test whether this also holds true for

impossible objects.

5.4.1 Experiment Design

Figure 5.7: Experiment 2 Stimulus Examples. (top) Possible object example with no
cast shadow, traditional cast shadow and copycat cast shadow. (bottom) Impossible
object example with no cast shadow, traditional cast shadow and copycat cast
shadow.

The design of this experiment is based on one used by Freud et al. [26],

where fixation markers are placed on the surface on an object, and parti-

cipants were tasked with choosing which marker was closer in depth. Whilst

their experiment was done using two-dimensional line drawings of impossible

figures we constructed our stimulus using three dimensional rendered objects.
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This allowed us to test the objects under three different lighting conditions,

no shadow, traditional cast shadow (where impossible objects would cast

deformed shadows), and using copycat cast shadows created using our al-

gorithm.

The stimulus consisted of 15 possible and 15 impossible objects selected

randomly from our object pool, each rendered under the three different

lighting conditions. On the surface of the object, two fixation markers were

rendered at positions around the area of impossibility, similar to the set-up

used by Freud et al. [26]. Rather than using different color fixation markers,

we chose to use two different shapes, one circle one triangle. We chose

this as we did not want the cases where the object cast a shadow upon the

fixation marker to affect the color of the marker. For each image, during

the experiment, the placement of the fixation markers would be randomized

between the two positions in an effort to reduce any bias the shape of the

marker may cause. Figure 5.7 demonstrates one of the stimulus objects used

and all its possible image combinations. In total, our stimulus image pool

consisted of 180 unique images.

During the experiment procedure subjects would be presented with a series

of 90 unique images randomly selected from our stimulus pool, 45 containing

possible objects and 45 containing impossible objects. Each subject would

see all variations of lighting conditions, no shadow, traditional shadow, and

copycat shadow. The order of the images was also randomized to avoid any

bias. Subjects were tasked with choosing which of the two fixation markers

appeared closer in depth. Indicating their choice by pressing one of two keys

on the keyboard. Following the process described by Freud et al. [26], each

stimulus image was preceded by a fixation marker displayed in the center of

the screen for 1000ms. The stimulus image was then displayed on the screen

until the subject had indicated a response at which point the stimulus image

would disappear and a Gaussian mask would be displayed for 500ms before

proceeding to the next stimulus. The experiment set-up was created using

the OpenSesame [51] program and performed in the lab under the same

conditions for each participant. A visual representation of the experiment
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Figure 5.8: Experiment 2 design. Each stimulus image is preceded by a fixation
marker in the center of the screen which is displayed for 1000ms. The stimulus
image will remain on screen until the participant submits their answer, at which point
the stimulus is removed and a Gaussian mask is displayed for 500ms. The process
then repeats, this design is the same one used by Freud et al. [26].
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process is shown in Figure 5.8. Subjects were not specifically told to base their

judgement on the cast shadows, they were also not told about the difference

between possible or impossible objects to avoid any bias this may cause.

Figure 5.9: An example of the handout given after a subject has completed the
experiment. Subjects were asked to choose which image in each of the pairs was
casting the correct shadow. The purpose of this test was to gather a more subjective
interpretation of how participants viewed the different cast shadows.

At the end of each experiment, participants were given a handout showing

five possible and five impossible objects, each rendered with their traditional

cast shadow and their copycat cast shadow. An example of this is shown

in Figure 5.9. They were asked to choose which of the two versions of the

objects they perceived to be casting the correct shadow. Our aim in this short

test was to get a subjective measure of which shadow version observers

felt was correct. Subjects were not informed about the difference between

possible or impossible objects, or about how each of the cast shadows were

created to avoid any bias this may cause.

5.4.2 Participants

Thirteen undergraduate students from the university took part in the

experiment. Ten males and three females, all aged between 18 and 25 with

normal or corrected to normal vision. All participants were naive to the
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purpose of the experiment with no mention of impossible objects or shadows

given in the experiment description. At the beginning of the experiment,

participants were given instructions that they would see a series of objects,

each one with two fixation markers rendered on the surface of the object. They

were tasked with choosing which marker (circle or triangle) appeared closer in

depth by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard. Each subject was

shown 5 random stimulus images at the beginning of their trial that were not

collected in the results, to ensure they understood the experiment process.

5.4.3 Results

Figure 5.10: Experiment 2 Results. (left) Results of the timed experiment. The
graph shows accuracy (%) and reaction time (ms) of participants in choosing the
correct depth ordering of fixation points. Accuracy is greater for possible objects
across all shadow types. When shadows are introduced there is an increase in
accuracy for impossible objects, indicating that shadows can aid in the understanding
of depth ordering within impossible object structures. However, there is no significant
difference between traditional and copycat shadows. (right) Results of subjective test.
Participants chose the copycat shadow as the correct shadow for impossible objects
a significant amount of the time, suggesting they appear more visually appropriate
than the traditional deformed shadow.

For each participant the accuracy of their ability to correctly choose the

fixation marker that was closer in-depth war recorder, along with their reaction

times (RT). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.10. From the

results, we see that subjects performed better for possible objects compared

to impossible objects. Across each of the categories (no shadow, traditional

shadow, and copycat shadow) higher accuracy is seen for possible objects

each time (averaging around 90%) along with faster reaction times. Subject
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accuracy decreased for impossible objects (averaging around 67%) along

with slower reaction times.

When either form of cast shadow is introduced we see an increase in

accuracy for both possible and impossible objects. A larger increase is seen

for impossible objects (an increase of around 14%) compared to possible

objects (an increase of around 6%). We suspect this is due to the already high

performance when viewing possible objects. In order to test the significance

of cast shadows on the accuracy, we performed two-factor ANOVA. Resulting

in a p value of < 10−7, indicating a significant effect of the cast shadows.

Object type also demonstrated a significant effect (p < 10−4), there was

no interaction effect between the two factors suggesting that cast shadows

showed an improvement for both possible and impossible objects.

Although we see improved reaction times for impossible objects with

copycat shadows we cannot draw a strong enough conclusion from this as

results from our ANOVA test were not significant enough. The results from our

subjective test, shown in Figure 5.10, suggest that subjects found the images

containing the copycat cast shadows to appear more natural than those

containing the object’s traditional cast shadow for impossible objects. With

subjects choosing the copycat shadow images as the correct image around

80% of the time, not realizing the shadows themselves are impossible.

5.4.4 Discussion

Our results show that participants perform better in both accuracy and

reaction time for possible objects compared to impossible objects, this corres-

ponds to results found by Freud Et al. [26] in their version of the experiment.

We suspect the decrease in subject accuracy and reaction times for impossible

objects to be due to their complex/ambiguous nature. Due to the illusions

involved within these objects, the results support the conclusion that our

visual system has more difficulty in interpreting and understanding the three-

dimensional structure of these objects.
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We also see an increase in reaction time and accuracy when cast shadows

are included for possible objects, this is in line with previous research [50].

Our results also demonstrate that this is the same effect for impossible objects.

Even though the illusion within these objects is based on depth ambiguities

the inclusion of a cast shadow still aids observers in correctly determining and

understanding depth within the structure of the object. However, from our

results, we are unable to draw a conclusion as to whether one form of shadow

performs better than the other. Although our subjective test indicates that

copycat shadows perform better for impossible objects than their normal cast

shadows this same trend is not as evident in our timed results. We suspect

that the type of cast shadow has less impact within our timed test as the

focus within this test was around the point of impossibility in the structure of

the object. Within this focus area, the difference between the two types of

shadow is minimal, much of the difference between traditional shadow and

copycat cast shadow is seen in the shadow cast on the ground plane which

may have been ignored for this test.

5.5 Experiment 3: Impossible Object Shadow

Correspondence

The results from experiment 2 identified that the inclusion of a cast shadow

improves our ability to correctly determine depth ordering within objects,

including impossible objects. However, there was no significant difference

found between the impossible object’s traditional cast shadow and its copycat

cast shadow. We suspect this is down to the shape of the cast shadow being

mostly ignored. To identify which version of the cast shadow (traditional

or copycat) is found to be the most visually appropriate experiment 3 was

designed to specifically target the shape of the object and the corresponding

shape of its cast shadow.

5.5.1 Experiment Design

For experiment 3 we changed our design from the previous experiment

to be less focused on the depth ordering within the object and rather focus
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Figure 5.11: Experiment 3 stimulus example demonstrating the copycat strength
effect. 0 being the objects traditional cast shadow and 1 being the full copycat
shadow. Intervals between these two shadows were created by varying the amount
of projection applied using our copycat shadow algorithm.

on how the shape of the objects corresponds to the shape of its cast shadow.

Two fixation dots were rendered in the image, one on the surface of the

object and one at a corresponding location in the object’s shadow. Observers

were tasked with solving the shadow correspondence problem, in other words

choosing which fixation dot in the cast shadow corresponded correctly to the

dot on the object’s surface.

The stimulus consisted of ten possible and ten impossible objects ran-

domly selected from our object pool. Each object would be rendered using

our copycat shadow algorithm. To create the full set of stimulus we varied

the strength of our copycat shadow algorithm to create a range of different

shadows. To achieve the variation in copycat strength the amount of projec-

tion applied to the object by our copycat shadow algorithm was altered. At

a projection strength of 0, our copycat algorithm would use the full three-

dimensional geometry of the object, the resulting cast shadow would be the

object’s traditional cast shadow (as if rendered with conventional methods).

At a projection strength of 1, the object would be fully projected onto the

planar surface using our copycat algorithm, the resulting shadow would be

a full copycat shadow. We varied the strength of our algorithm between 0

and 1 at intervals of 0.2, an example of this range is shown in Figure 5.11. At

the intervals in between, the geometry of the object would be somewhere

in between its full three-dimensional structure and projected flat onto the

projection plane, resulting in a cast shadow that is somewhere between being

a traditional cast shadow and a copycat cast shadow.

On each object, a fixation marker is rendered on the surface of the object

with a corresponding marker rendered on the ground within the objects cast
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Figure 5.12: Example stimulus question. A pair of identical objects would be
displayed with one object containing a copycat cast shadow and the other a traditional
cast shadow.

shadow. Creating a total of 120 unique stimulus images. Subjects would

be presented with a pair of stimulus images side by side, each containing

the same object. One image would contain the full copycat cast shadow

(projection strength 1) the other casting a shadow that is not a full copycat

shadow (projection strength <1), see figure 5.12. Subjects were tasked with

choosing which image contained the correct correspondence between the

marker on the surface of the object and the marker in the object’s shadow.

The position and the order of the images were randomized to avoid any

learning bias.

The experiment was held online using a survey hosting website, an ex-

ample screen from our experiment is shown in Figure 5.13. Each subject

was shown a block of ten random image pairs from our stimulus pool. We

limited each experiment to a block of ten images to keep the experiment time

down and encourage more participants. There was no time restriction, allow-

ing participants to view the images for as long as they desired, they could

however not return to previous images once an answer had been submitted.

There was no explanation of impossible objects or copycat cast shadows in

the experiment description to avid priming the subject’s responses.
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Figure 5.13: Screenshot of experiment 3 held online. Participants were shown a
pair of objects and asked which of the images contained the correct correspondence
between the fixation marker on the object and in its cast shadow. Participants would
indicate their choice by clicking one of the radio buttons. They were not allowed to
proceed to the next set of stimulus until an answer had been submitted.

5.5.2 Participants

Participants were recruited online from a subreddit for hosting and complet-

ing surveys, the same way as experiment 1. We again restricted participants

allowing them to only complete the experiment once. We also discarded

results where the participant did not complete the survey and those whose

completion time fell far outside the average of 3 minutes and 13 seconds,

in an effort to eliminate as much unreliable data as possible. In total 75

unique subjects participated. Subjects consisted of 40 male and 35 female

participants, aged between 21 and 56.

5.5.3 Results

For each participant the times they chose the image containing the full

copycat shadow were recorded. The results of this experiment are shown in

Figure 5.14. From these results, we see that for impossible objects subjects

chose the image containing the full copycat shadow more often than any other

form of cast shadow (an overall average of around 75%) while for possible
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Figure 5.14: Experiment 3 Results. The graph shows the percentage of times
participants chose the copycat shadow as the correct shadow correspondence. For
impossible objects, subjects chose the full copycat shadow as the correct correspond-
ence when compared to all other forms of shadow. This suggests that the copycat
shadow appears the most visually appropriate for these impossible objects, any
visible deformation within the cast shadows may cause them to appear unnatural.
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objects this decreased (around 45%). This result is similar to that seen during

our subjective test at the end of experiment 2. Performing two factor ANOVA

on these results showed a significant effect (p < 10−3) between possible and

impossible objects. Suggesting that for impossible objects participants found

the full copycat shadow to the most visually appropriate shadow in all cases,

this did not change across the varying copycat shadow strengths as there

was no significant effect found.

5.5.4 Discussion

Our results show that for possible objects subjects prefer the cast shadow

that is a closer representation to the object’s traditional shadow (lower

copycat strength), this may be down to our ability as viewers to correctly

understand the structure of the possible object. As viewers are able to under-

stand the structure of the object they are also able to understand the shape of

the shadow it would be expected to cast which is why we see a preference for

those shadows that are closer to the object’s traditional shadow. Our results

show the opposite is true however for impossible objects, we see subjects

choosing the copycat shadow across all cases. This suggests that due to the

ambiguous nature of the impossible objects, subjects may not be able to fully

understand its structure making the shadow correspondence problem more

difficult. In these cases, the visual system may be relying on other cues to

solve this problem relying more on the similarity between the visible shape

of the objects and the shape of the copycat shadow. This theory supports

the findings by Casati [8] that artists make use of copycat cast shadows to

simplify the correspondence problem, relying more on shape matching cues

to economically solve the correspondence problem.

It is also interesting to note that copycat shadows are inherently impossible,

to achieve copycat shadows in the real world light would have to bend in

strange ways. Even so, our results demonstrate that observers prefer these

copycat shadows for impossible cases. Suggesting that although shadows

contain useful spatial information our visual system can be insensitive to these

impossible shadows, as demonstrated by Mamassian [49]. This suggests that
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for impossible objects our copycat shadow algorithm may be an improvement

over the object’s traditional cast shadow, conveying useful spatial cues whilst

maintaining a visually appropriate shape.

5.6 Experiment 4: Copycat Shadow Algorithm

Light Range

To evaluate the effectiveness of our copycat shadow algorithm we per-

formed an experiment to help determine whether the copycat shadows gen-

erated using our algorithm appeared more natural than the traditional cast

shadows generated by these impossible objects. We aimed to build upon the

results gathered in experiment 3 and explore the effectiveness of our copycat

algorithm under a range of light directions.

5.6.1 Experiment Design

Figure 5.15: Experiment 4 Stimulus Examples. Objects were rendered under a
90-degree light range (left 0 - right 90) using both their traditional shadow (bottom)
and our copycat shadow algorithm (top).

We tested the relationship between object structure and shadow shape by

tasking participants to solve the shadow correspondence problem, similar to

experiment 3, matching an indicated point on the surface of an object to its

corresponding position in the cast shadow. Two fixation dots were rendered

in each image, one on the surface of the object and one at a corresponding

point in the cast shadow. With participants being tasked to find the correct

correspondence between the two points, as in experiment 3.

For this experiment, we wanted to explore the performance of our copycat

algorithm under a range of light directions. The stimulus consisted of ten

impossible objects randomly selected from our object pool. Each object was

rendered with their traditional cast shadow and using our copycat shadow
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algorithm. Each object was rendered under a range of light directions span-

ning 90 degrees, separated at 10-degree intervals. Figure 5.15 shows one of

the objects rendered under all light directions. Creating a total of 200 unique

stimulus images. Within each image, a fixation dot would be rendered on

the surface of the object with a corresponding fixation dot in the objects cast

shadow.

Figure 5.16: Experiment 4 sample stimulus. A pair of images containing the same
object would be displayed, one casting its traditional shadow the other casting a
copycat shadow generated using our algorithm. Fixation markers were rendered on
the surface of the object and at the corresponding point in the cast shadow.

During the experiment subjects would be presented with a pair of images

side by side, each containing the same object. One image would contain the

object alongside its traditional cast shadow the other containing the object

alongside its copycat shadow. Both shadows would be cast using the same

light direction, Figure 5.16 shows a set of example stimulus. Subjects were

tasked with choosing which image contained the correct correspondence

between the marker on the surface of the object and the marker in the object

cast shadow. The position and order of the images were randomized to reduce

any learning bias.

The experiment was held online using a survey hosting website, an ex-

ample screen from our is shown in Figure 5.17. Each subject was shown a

block of ten images in order to keep experiment time down and encourage

more participants. Subjects would see the full range of light directions (0 to

90 degrees) along with seeing each of the ten impossible objects once. It was
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Figure 5.17: Screenshot of experiment 4, held online. Similar to experiment 3
participants were shown a pair of images and tasked with choosing the image they
felt contained the correct correspondence between the object and its cast shadow,
indicating their choice using the radio buttons. Participants were not allowed to
continue to the next set of stimulus until an answer had been submitted.

randomized as to what order they would see the light directions in along with

what object would be seen under each light direction in an effort to reduce

any bias the subjects may gain from seeing the light direction change. We

also ensured that subjects would not see the same object twice in an effort

to reduce any learning bias. There was no time restriction in place, allowing

participants to view the images for as long as they desired. They could not

return to previous images once an answer had been submitted. There was

no explanation of impossible objects or copycat shadows in the experiment

description so as to avoid priming the subject’s responses.

5.6.2 Participants

Participants were recruited online from a subreddit for hosting and com-

pleting surveys and experiments, the same method used in experiments 1

and 3. We once again restricted participants allowing them to only complete

the experiment once. We also discarded results from participants who did

not complete the experiment and those whose completion time fell far out-
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side the average of 3 minutes and 23 seconds, in an effort to eliminate as

much unreliable data as possible. In total 106 unique subjects participated.

Subjects consisted of 58 male and 48 female, aged between 20 and 47.

5.6.3 Results

Figure 5.18: Experiment 4 Results. The graph shows the percentage of times the
copycat cast shadow was chosen as the correct correspondence compared to the
object’s traditional cast shadow. The copycat shadow is preferred across the majority
of light directions indicating our copycat algorithms success in being able to work
effectively under a range of light directions. There is a decline as the light direction
approaches 90 degrees, we predict this is due to the cast shadow generated by our
algorithm appearing relatively flat at these light directions which may not correspond
well to the more complex three-dimensional casting object.

For each participant, the number of times they chose the image containing

the copycat cast shadow was recorded. Results for this experiment are shown

in Figure 5.18. Our results show that subjects chose the copycat cast shadow

as the correct correspondence across all light directions except 90 degrees.

For each of the light directions (0 - 80 degrees) where the copycat cast

shadow is preferred we see an average of around 62%, this drops however at

90 degrees to 27%. Performing a two factor ANOVA test on the results show

that cast shadow type has a significant effect (p < 10−7), light direction is also

shown to have an effect (p < 10−2).
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5.6.4 Discussion

On the basis of our results, we can infer that subjects found the shadows

generated using our copycat algorithm to be more visually appropriate than

the traditional cast shadow for impossible objects. This further supports

our findings from experiments 2 and 3. We suspect this preference for the

copycat shadow is due to the difficulty our visual system has in correctly

understanding the structure of these impossible objects, making it much

more difficult to correctly solve the shadow correspondence problem due

to the ambiguous nature of the object. A copycat shadow may have an

advantage here compared to traditional cast shadows due to their similarity

in shape to the visible shape of the casting object. As both, the object and

shadow appear similar in shape it may be simpler for our visual system to

identify the correspondence between them. When viewing the traditional

cast shadows the deformation present in the shadows does not correspond

to the apparent orthogonality of the impossible object, making them appear

unnatural to the observer.

As the light direction approaches 90 degrees we see a decrease in the

number of times copycat shadows generated using our algorithm is chosen as

the correct correspondence, this supports some of the findings we discussed

previously in our work. We suspect this is down to the copycat shadow

losing some of its detail at these angles, the shadows generated using our

copycat algorithm can appear flat when compared to the three-dimensional

appearance of the casting object.

The results gathered in this experiment suggest that shadows generated

using our copycat algorithm can provide convincing, visually appropriate

cast shadows for impossible objects. Where previously these objects were

rendered with no cast shadows, we believe these results show are copycat

algorithm can produce cast shadows that are an improvement over the

objects traditional cast shadow. Providing a solution for rendering impossible

objects in more complex scenes where the lack of cast shadow would appear

unnatural.
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5.7 Summary and Discussion

We have conducted a series of visual perception experiments demon-

strating the potential of copycat cast shadows. In particular their use as

a solution for producing a convincing, visually appropriate cast shadow for

three-dimensional impossible objects, where previously the most common

option was to exclude shadows for these objects completely. Results from

experiment 1 demonstrate that using the traditional shadow for these im-

possible objects can appear strange due to the unnatural structure of the

object causing anomalies in its cast shadow. We have also briefly explored

how our visual perception of these objects changes with the inclusion of a cast

shadow. Previous visual experiments performed using impossible figures used

simple two-dimensional line drawings. Our results show that the inclusion

of a cast shadow can aid in understanding the depth ambiguities used in

creating these impossible objects, enabling us to correctly determine depth

within these three-dimensional impossible objects. Results for experiment 4

also demonstrate that shadows created using our copycat shadow algorithm

appear more visually appropriate for impossible objects than their traditional

cast shadows. This is true across a range of light directions, showing the

strength of our copycat shadow algorithm but also identifying areas of weak-

ness. Using the results from this experiment we can go back and look at how

to improve the shadows generated by our algorithm under those problematic

light directions.

Through our series of experiments, we have explored how our copycat

shadow algorithm performs as a substitute solution for casting shadows of

impossible objects. Due to our ability to model three dimensional versions

of impossible objects we have been able to conduct experiments that have

not been possible before. Where previous methods used line-drawn two-

dimensional objects [14, 23, 25] we have used fully three-dimensional objects,

allowing us to examine the objects in novel ways such as using different view

directions or alongside a rendered cast shadow. This method of using three-

dimensional impossible objects opens up interesting avenues for future work.

Carrasco and Seamon [5] explored how observers interpreted the complexity
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and perceived impossibility of these objects. From our experiments and

previous research into cast shadows [35, 41, 82] we have seen shadows have

a positive effect on an observers ability to understand the composition and

shape of an object. It would be interesting to investigate whether the inclusion

of cast shadows alongside these impossible objects alters an observer’s

perception of the impossible object, changing how complex or impossible

they appear.

We conducted many of our experiments online to enable us to reach a wider

range of participants to conduct a large number of experiments. Using this

online method however we lose control over certain experiment conditions,

as an example, there is no way to ensure all participants are viewing the

same size images as they may all be using different screens and devices.

This may have had an unseen impact on our results, as such, improvements

could be made by conducting similar experiments under a more controlled

in-person setting. Using this data to support the results gathered from our

online experiments.

Results have shown however that for possible objects the copycat shadows

used here do not appear preferable over the object’s traditional cast shadow.

We believe this is down to the objects used in these tests being isolated and in

contact with the ground. Under these conditions, the correspondence problem

is made easier due to the object and shadow being connected. A direction for

future work may be to investigate the effect of copycat shadows for possible

objects under different situations. Suspending the object in the air such that

there is a disconnection between the object and shadow or using a scene

containing multiple objects. Both cases would increase the difficulty of the

correspondence problem and may make copycat shadows more effective.

These are also similar to the situations where copycat shadows are used in

pictorial art [8].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

While impossible figures are commonly seen as two-dimensional images

they are rarely seen as three-dimensional models. The main reason for this is

that the section of the object that creates the illusion of impossibility can be

difficult to replicate in three dimensions. Some progress has been made in

presenting modeling methods to create three-dimensional versions of these

impossible figures. However even when images of these three-dimensional

models are rendered they are often presented using simple shading and

lighting, most notably they often lack any form of cast shadows. The modeling

methods used to simulate the impossibility illusion in these objects create

ambiguities in the object cast shadows and as such, cast shadows are often

excluded from the rendered image completely. We believe this lack of a

visually appropriate cast shadow for these impossible objects is restricting

their use in more complex three-dimensional scenes.

In this work, we have presented methods of modeling and rendering three-

dimensional impossible objects with convincing cast shadows. By creating

a method for generating visually appropriate cast shadows and enabling

them to be rendered convincingly in three-dimensional scenes we hope to

expand the use of impossible objects in computer graphics. In this chapter,

we summarise the contributions of our work and highlight possible future

directions.
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6.1 Summary

In chapter 3 we introduced a modeling method for three-dimensional

impossible objects, based on transparency. Beginning with a regular three-

dimensional model our modeling method can simulate the illusion of im-

possibility through manipulations to the surface transparency of the object.

Demonstrating its ability to simulate a range of impossibility types and render

novel viewpoints of the objects.

Chapter 4 presented our screen space algorithm for generating copycat

cast shadows automatically, where previously manual methods had been

used to create this copycatting effect. Using our algorithm it is possible to

automatically generate copycat shadows for objects under a wide range of

light and view directions. As our algorithm operates in screen space it does not

disrupt the existing rendering pipeline, making it useable alongside existing

effects such as perspective projection and ambient occlusion. Using these

copycat shadows we are able to render three-dimensional impossible objects

with visually appropriate cast shadows, rendering these objects convincingly

in a three-dimensional scene.

In Chapter 5 explore the visual perception of these three-dimensional

impossible object and copycat cast shadows by conducting a series of visual

perception experiments. The results gathered demonstrate the benefits a

cast shadow can have on our ability to accurately perceive depth within a

two-dimensional image, something commonly known for possible objects, and

from our results is also the case for impossible objects. We have explored the

use of copycat shadows as a solution to casting visually appropriate shadows

for impossible objects. Results from our experiments show that subjects

found copycat shadows to be more compelling than the impossible objects

traditional cast shadow, strengthening the case for our copycat algorithm and

measuring its effectiveness under a range of light directions.
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6.2 Revisiting the Thesis Objectives

At the beginning of this thesis we outlined the set of aims that follows:

• Explore the existing uses of impossible objects within computer graphics

and pictorial art. Investigate the existing methods that have been

implemented to model and render these impossible objects.

• Investigate the role of cast shadows in object perception.

• Design a new impossible object modeling algorithm based on transpar-

ency.

• Design an algorithm for automatically generating copycat cast shad-

ows. Where previously these shadows are created using manual post-

processing.

• Implement our algorithms using existing tools so that they are easy to

use without the need for any dedicated rendering environment.

• Analyse the effect cast shadows have on a viewer’s perception of im-

possible objects through a series of visual perception experiments.

We believe the first and second objectives have been successfully com-

pleted in Chapter 2. In this chapter, we began by investigating the history of

impossible figures in pictorial art. Along with reviewing the existing methods

of impossible object modeling. Creating a taxonomy to highlight their imple-

mentation and effectiveness at modeling various types of impossible figures.

From this taxonomy, we identified the weaknesses of previous methods and

attempted to address those using our own algorithm. Chapter 2 also invest-

igates the role cast shadows play in our perception of objects, along with

presenting evidence to the use of impossible shadows in pictorial art. Where

we learned that although cast shadows contain a variety of useful informa-

tion, the human visual system can be particularly insensitive to inconsistent
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or impossible illuminations. Evidenced in both pictorial art and perceptual

studies.

The third objective has been achieved in Chapter 3, where we present our

transparency based modeling algorithm. We create a new method of modeling

three-dimensional impossible figures through the manipulation of the surface

transparency of the object. We demonstrate its ability to handle multiple

types of impossible objects along with rendering objects under different view

directions. Comparing these results with existing modeling methods.

The fourth objective was explored in Chapter 4, where we present our

copycat cast shadow algorithm. We took inspiration from the impossible

shadows present in pictorial art and existing visual perception research to

design an algorithm that can automatically generate copycat cast shadows.

With minimal user input, we have demonstrated how our algorithm works

under a range of view and light directions.

Objective five has been addressed in both Chapters 3 and 4. When design-

ing our algorithms we implemented them within the Unity engine. Demon-

strating their use with existing features such as textures, ambient occlusion,

perspective, and orthogonal cameras.

The sixth objective we set was to analyse the effect of cast shadows in

combination with impossible objects. In Chapter 5 we present results from

a series of visual perception experiments. Beginning by looking at what

effect traditional cast shadows on participant’s ability to correctly identify

impossible objects among a set of distractors. Results indicate the inclusion of

traditional cast shadows greatly aids participants in locating the target object,

we suspect this is due to the presence of hidden deformations in the structure

of the object being revealed in its cast shadow. This supports our case that

an alternate solution is needed to cast convincing shadows for these objects.

We then examined how traditional cast shadows compared to our copycat

cast shadows for tasks including depth ordering and shadow correspondence.

With results showing that for impossible objects our copycat cast shadows
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perform better. Our final experiment aims to examine the performance of

our copycat shadows under a range of light sources, attempting to identify

where our copycat shadows succeed and where they fail. The results of this

experiment can be used to further improve our algorithm. Although we may

have begun to meet this objective the subject of cast shadow and impossible

object perception is vast. What we do believe however is that by presenting

methods of modeling and rendering these impossible objects, alongside such

features as cast shadows, opens up new avenues for future research, where

previously these rendering options were not available.

6.3 Limitations

We identify the three main limitations of this work. The first main limita-

tion is within the acceptable light ranges of our copycat shadow algorithm.

Although we have shown that our algorithm renders shadows under a wide

range of light directions, we have also identified light directions were our

algorithm does not perform well. We have demonstrated this through a meas-

ure applied to estimate the performance of our algorithm along with results

from our visual perception experiments. As such there are areas that require

improvement, light directions under which our algorithm does not produce

convincing copycat shadows.

The second limitation is within the creation of our projection plane for the

copycat shadow algorithm. We identify how to choose a projection plane

based on the object’s surface location and normal. However, if the object is

cylindrical this becomes more difficult and requires more manual input. There

is also the issue that arises when changing the projection plane. Currently,

its implementation is static, this restricts the range of light and view direc-

tions where our copycat algorithm performs successfully. By implementing a

method to allow the manipulation of the projection plane may be a solution

to increasing the performance of our algorithm.

The third main limitation is with our method of conducting our visual

perception experiments. By holding the experiments online we are able to
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reach a wider audience, easily recruiting many participants for each test.

The limitation, however, is in the control that is lost over the experiment

procedure. Under lab conditions, aspects such as screen size, image size, and

brightness can all be controlled or measured. We sacrifice this ability when

conducting our experiment online, although we try to implement measures

to strengthen the integrity of our data there will be some unseen impact

on our results. Even with these limitations, we believe the results from our

experiments provide some initial insights into the effect cast shadows have

on impossible objects.

6.4 Future Work

We believe that this thesis has attained the objectives set out at the

beginning. However, there are also questions left unanswered and new

questions that have been raised. While our transparency based modeling

algorithm has been shown to work under a range of view directions, we have

identified areas where it fails to produce an impossible object. Whilst this

may be due to the inherent view limitations of the structure of the object

we believe that further improvements could be made to extend the range of

acceptable view directions. We also identify a possible alternative method

of transparency based modeling that we predict could reduce the amount

of user input needed. By basing the transparency of sections of the object

that overlap. A key question we believe would be interesting to explore would

be how impossible models could be rendered with convincing reflections?

Similar to how the hidden deformations of the model were revealed through

its cast shadow, they would also be revealed in its reflection. This problem is

yet to be addressed in previous research. Perhaps a similar method to our

copycat algorithm could suffice, where a flattened version of the object is used

for reflection, removing the hidden deformations. Although our perception

experiments prove a beginning look at how cast shadows and impossible

objects interact with one another there is still much to explore. We believe an

interesting area would be to look at how cast shadows change our perception

of impossibility. With impossible objects often being created through depth

ambiguities and the proven ability of cast shadows to help viewers interpret
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depth information, does the inclusion of these cast shadows make the object

appear less impossible to the viewer?

6.5 Conclusion

We began our research with the vision of creating the ability to render

three-dimensional objects in complex scenes, under complete lighting effects

such as cast shadows and shading. Much effort has been applied to achieve

this goal, beginning with exploring how the human visual system interprets

both cast shadows and impossible objects through an investigation of their use

in pictorial art and perception research. Reflecting on our research questions

set out at the beginning of our thesis, see Section (1.1.4). We believe that

we have presented a valid solution for rendering visually convincing cast

shadows for impossible objects, through the use of a copycat shadow method.

Our algorithm has been implemented such that it has minimal impact on

the user as it works using exiting tools and rendering engines. Finally, we

have explored the use of these copycat shadows alongside impossible objects

through a series of visual perception experiments, proving that observers find

these copycat cast shadows visually convincing.
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